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More than
100 sick
after eating

Students
clean up
Yakima
River

fast food
by Daren Schuettpelz
News editor.
Over 100 people suffered stomach cramps, watery diarrhea, vomiting, among other symptoms after
eating at Ja~k in the Box early last
week.
"It was pure hell," Heidi Smith, a
senior health education major, said.
"I have never been so sick before."
Jack in the Box re-opened
Monday after closing the previous
Wednesday. Kathleen Finn, communications project manager at
Foodmaker, Inc., Jack in the Box's
parent company, said the store was
closed for five days as a precaution
and to let health inspectors further
investigate the store.
"We wanted to make sure the illness ran its course and to make sure
none of the employees were still
infected," Finn said.

Around 90 volunteers
teamed up t9 clean up
the Yakima River last
Saturday.
Lyle Witacre helps with
clean up effort by
removing a car battery
from the river bed.
See the Scene section
for the full story.
Kim Nowacki/Observer

See SICK, Page 2

Central delays start of winter quarter
by Melissa Mitchell

Staff reporter
Hysteria and mysteries of the
Y2K bug have forced Central to prepare for potential problems the
school may face. Diesel generators
have been bought and classes will be
delayed; all because of two numbers
in the date.
The primary concern for Central
is the possibility of a power outage.
The university has allotted three days

at the beginning of winter quarter
to ensure the university is running
smoothly before the students return
from the winter holidaxs.
"The university can only control its own destiny. We know that
our electrical system will work up
to our point, and the city knows it
will work up to their point. .. We
have been assured that those systems are Y2K compliant," Steve
Rittereiser, Central police chief said.
The university is responsible for

"Our first goal
is to protect
human
life.

''

- Abdul Nasser
the students that live in the campus
residence halls. The diesel generators

will be used to provide power to
Nicholson Pavilion and SUB. The
SUB is necessary for its kitchen
facilities in the event the campus
should need to feed people.
"Our first goal is to protect
human life," Abdul Nasser, vice
president business and financial
affairs, said.
University computers are not
expected to suffer any problems of
serious consequence at the beginning
of the new year.

Morning after pill
awakens controversy
by Jennifer Perkins

Staff reporter

Angela Barbre/Observer

The morning after pill offers another contraceptive option.

Planned Parenthood hands out
emergency hormone contraception
(EC) kits for reasons ranging from a
broken condom to date rape. EC is
commonly known as "morning-after
pills," and while it is legal for pharmacists to hand out EC without a
doctor's prescripti?n, rp.~ny do 1_10t.

Of the many Ellensburg pharmacists, there are only two who have
gone through the training to prescribe the pills. Still, none of the
pharmacists will prescr~be the pills
because of their controversial nature.
"A lot [of pharmacists] are
opposed to it because they think it's
an abortion, and then there are those

See PILL, Page 6
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Campus
Cops
Sept. 27, 6:40 a.m.
An officer discovered eight
vehicles had been broken into in
the adjacent H-15 and I-18 parking lots.
A 1990 Acura had a broken driver's side window in the H-18
parking lot. A CD player and a
total of 80 CDs were stolen. The
estimated damage and replacement cost is $1490.
A 1981 Mercedes 300 had its
Sony CD system and 20 CDs
taken at an estimated cost of $560
while it rested in the H-18 parking
lot. The window was left open.
A JVC CD player, speakers
and amp were taken from a 1985
Honda Prelude. The passenger
window was broken and the total
estimated damage is $490. The car
was parked in the H-18 lot.
A 1991 Subaru suffered a broken driver side window and the
loss of an Alpine CD player. Total
damage is estimated at $450. The
car was parked in the I-15 lot.
A 1990 Ford Bronco in the I-15
lot had its passenger window broken but nothing was taken.
A 1985 Chevy S-10 in the 1-18
lot was broken into through the
back window. A Panasonic CD
player valued at $300 was stolen.
A 1984 Toyota pickup was broken into and an Aiwa stereo and
subwoofer were taken. The dam-

age is estimated at $450. The
pickup was parked in the I-18
parking lot and prints were taken.
A 1995 Honda Civic had its
driver side door pried open in the
I-18 parking lot. A Sony CD player was taken valued at $300.
Campus police would like to
remind students to call the police
if they see anything suspicious
happening in the parking lots and
not to leave valuables in the open.
Also, lock all car doors and set car
alarms.
Sept. 27, 11:49 a.m.
Paramedics were called to
assist a 21-year-old female who
fainted in Randall. Police escorted her to the Student Health and
Counseling Center.
Sept. 28, 10:30 p.m.
Officers responded to a case of
alcohol overdose in CarmodyMonro. An 18-year-old male was
found significantly intoxicated
with a garbage can under his chin.
He was taken to the Kittitas
County Health Department and
mailed an MIP.
Sept. 29, 3:36 p.m.
Three exterior light fixtures
were taken from the north side of
Nicholson Pavilion. Estimated
damage is $300. ,

Faculty salaries increase
Lind~ Beath, chair of the faculty senate, said.
Two years ago, the Faculty
Central faculty began the new Senate authorized a salary equity
academic year with pay raises aver- committee to start investigating facaging 5.25 percent. The increases ulty salaries. Central's faculty
include a raise of 3 percent which all salaries have been belo,w the average
state employees received and an of other institutions, and some studadditional equity/compression rec- ies showed evidences of salary
ommended by the Faculty Salary inequity within Central. Earlier this
year, Central hired Nelle Moore, a
equity study.
According to a document pre- professional consultant from New
pared by Barbara Radke, director of Mexico, to provide an accurate
university relations, the state legisla- report on the salary equity issue.
ture funded a 3 percent raise for July,
The report submitted by Moore
1999 and another 3 percent for July, showed the problem of a salary
2000 for all state employees. In inequity between genders, and
addition to the 3 percent raise, against minorities and military veterCentral provides faculty salary raises ans.
as equity and compression adjustFollowing the report, the faculty
senate executive committee recomments.
Equity adjustments apply to those mended a distribution plan, providwho did not receive equal salary ing gender equity adjustments to 39
because of their gender, race or other full professors and 40 assistant proprotected classes. Compression fessors, minority equity adjustments
adjustments apply to those who have to 12 full professors and 11 associate
experienced salary compression, professors. Fourteen veterans also
which occurs when salaries of facul- will receive equity adjustments.
Moore's report also showed evity members who have been at
Central for a longer time fall behind dence of salary compression, and
the salaries of relatively new faculty. salary adjustments were made to 111
Among Central's tenured and full professors, 13 associate profestenure-track faculty, who are or will sors and three assistant professors.
be on a continuous appointment,
"We have a plan for continuing to
two-thirds received salary adjust- keep the process," David Dauwalder,
ments. As a result, full professors provost and academic vice president,
receive an average of 5.87 percent said. "We will do a study and create
increase; associate professors, 4.25 a plan essentially that identifies what
percent; and assistant professors, adjustments need to be made."
4.51 percent.
A revised faculty senate code
"We are pleased. to start being. requires the faculty senate to submit
able to increase our faculty salaries," an equity study of faculty salary

by Nao Miura
Asst. news editor

biannually.
Dauwalder said although the procedure took a long time, it positively
incorporated a lot of collaboration
amongst the faculty senate committees and administrators.
"It is an ongoing process," Bobby
Cummings, English professor, said,
"but it is stepping into a right direction."
The 1999-2000 salary raises will
be covered by legislative funds and
Central's funds based on anticipated
enrollment revenues.

SICK: Food worker spreads illness to town
Continued from Page 1

Angela Barbre/Observer

Jack in the Box remained closed for five days following an
outbreak of gastro-enteritis that caused over 100 illnesses.

*

Finn said _findings indicate an
employee spread the viral gastroenteritis to customers and ·employees
sometime between noon and 7:30
p.m. on Monday, Sept. 27.
The latest report from the KCHD
indicated 101 people came down
with the illness. KCHD insists that
the illness is viral and not Hepatitis A
or E. coli. Six hundred Washington
residents became sick and three children died after Jack in the Box
served hamburgers containing E. coli
in 1993.
Health officials described the

symptoms as "relatively mild"
including nausea, vomiting, abdominal cramps, watery diarrhea, fever
and chills.
"The symptoms generally lasted
for about 12 hours," Celia Johnson, a
Registered Nurse at the Student
Health and Counseling Center. "But
when you have it, you feel like crap."
Of the 101 people who reported
becoming ill, six were Jack in the
Box employees. One individual was
reportedly hospitalized after the incident.
The Student Health and
Counseling Center said they had
many students come in with the illness fro~ either contracting it from

Jack in the Box or from each other.
"It was really tough especially
when you're on your own," Jack F.
Dover, local resident said of his
experience with the illness. "I wish
young kids would learn to wash their
hands."
The State Department of Health
and KCHD inspected the Jack in the
Box and Thursday and found no code
violations. The KCHD discussed
future food handling methods to prevent another outbreak.
Jack in the Box is offering to pay
for the medical bills of the customers
who became ill. Jack in the Box is
urging anyone affected by the illness
to call 1-800-955-5225.

Over 20 booths of information
and resources for women!

~

Thursday, October 7th
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Free Give-aways! ~
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.
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Tuesday & Thursday
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Students have help for credit blunders
Internet
•
companies
offer advice
to students
by Krissie Hughes
Staff reporter

Credit card debt for college students has skyrocketed in the past five
years to reach an all time high. It is
estimated that in 1998, 81 percent of
all students had received their first
credit card by the end of their freshman year.
An anonymous Central senior
shared her credit story to warn other ·
students about the dangers of running up high credit card debt. For
anonymity, she will be referred to as
J.

J, an average college student, has
had her credit card for approximately three years. She intended to use
this card for emergencies only. If J
knew then what she knows now, she
would not have applied for the credit card in the first place.
The current average credit card
debt for undergraduate students
between the ages of 18 and 24 is
$1,843. This total is down slightly
from last year's high of $1,879. The
median credit card debt for 1999 is
$1,288.
Many students and credit
researchers wonder what is attributing to the "spend now and pay later"
attitude that has taken over the minds
of students in debt. Although most
students first intend to use the card
only in emergency situations, this
intention changes as students feel
pressured to buy material things they
do not need.
In a recent survey conducted by
Iowa State University, more than 56
percent of students admitted to buying things they do not need.
Many attribute this frivolous
behavior to the credit industry.
Many young people are given
pre-approved credit cards by the time
they tum 16, encouraging them to
spend money. Financial institutions
litter college campuses with offers
for credit and bonuses that come
with signing up, including t-shirts,

water bottles, and phone cards.
Many of these sign ups do not
explain the consequences of neglecting to pay off each bill.
Students also attributed their lack
of financial control to a lack of financial education from their parents.
J's credit troubles began last
December. She had gone over her
credit limit by $3, and the credit card
company charged her $25 for going
over her limit. Because J was a
"poor college student," she·was only
able to pay $20 toward her debt.
However, she was still over her

"Getting a
credit card
was probably the stupidest thing
that I
ever did. ' '
-!

credit limit, and the credit card company continued to charge her interest
on the money owed and a $25 overcharge each month she was over her
credit limit.
J found herself owing $200 in
overcharge fees, plus the previous
charges and interest on all charges
and overcharge fees. J eventually
lowered her debt to $70.
As a result of this, the credit card
company raised J's interest fees from
19.5 percent to 25 percent.
"Getting a credit card is probably
the stupidest thing that I ever did,'' J
said. "I thought that I could handle
it."
Nellie Mae, a national student
loan company, is actively working to
educate young adults about the dangers of credit card debt and how to
stay debt-free.
In a recent study, Nellie Mae
found more than 60 percent of undergraduate students have credit cards.
The 1999 median credit card debt for
undergraduates is $1,288, while the
average available credit card limit
for undergraduates is approximately
$3,683.
,Revolvers, or students who carry

balances on their credit cards, have
average balances of more than
$2,000, and 20 percent of all
revolvers carry debts of more than
$10,000.
While many young adults are
thinking about their future and plan
to pay back these loans, many do not
see how this will affect their credit
report in the future.
Bad credit may prohibit people
from future house and automobile
purchasing loans and from apartment
rentals.
In a 1998 survey conducted by
Fannie Mae, America's largest home
mortgage company, poor credit history is the biggest obstacle for a
potential house buyer.
A lot of students believe they will
pay off their debts once they graduate and get their first job.
In a recent exit study of graduating seniors, many students overestimated their beginning salaries and
underestimated their actual amount
of debt.
Family economist Tahira Hira
estimates that 8 to 10 percent of
recent graduates' annual income is
paid to student loan costs alone, not
including credit card costs.
Several suggestions to stay out of
debt include thinking about purchases before buying, paying off each
credit card every time the bill comes
rather than carrying a balance.
People should also avoid taking
cash advances, end impulse buying, read credit statements very carefully, and do not fall for promotional
freebies that come with signing for a
new card.
The Internet is flooded with web
sites that can give students further
advice and resources to turn to if
they find they are in trouble.

Ashley Rotando/Observer

Some students are crippling their futures by getting into
credit card debt whjle in school. Theappeal of impulse
and "buy now, pay later" shopping is increasing the
number of students putting themselves in debt.
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Nelson says· a final goodbye to Central
by Carrina Galloway
Editor in Chelf

"After I said I was going to retire
I started to wonder what I was ·going
to do once I did retire," Nelson said.
"The presidential opening at Lincoln
was a situation that really seemed to
gel with what I wanted to accomplish."
Nelson applied for the Lincoln
position and was notified in June he
was one of five finalists for the position. In mid June, Nelson was offered
the position and accepted.
This change in plans left a need
for an interim president to take the
reins within a very short amount of
time.
The Board of Trustees and an
interim presidential search committee contacted Dr. James "Dolph"
Norton, who agreed to take the
reigns while the presidential search
committee completed its task of finding a new university president.
"Dr. Norton is a well-seasoned
administrator who's served as interim president at many other universities, some of which had serious problems," Nelson said. "At Central we

Two days before his departure,
Ivory Nelson showed all the signs of
a man who was ready for his next
step. Casual, without a tie, he sat
comfortably looking around his
almost-completely empty office.
While the stacks and boxes seemed
. overwhelming, he was sure the task
facing him at the president's residence was even larger.
"You'd be amazed w~at you can
accumulate in six years," Nelson
joked.
Only weeks after announcing his
intent to retire from the position as
university president after the 19992000 academic year, Nelson received
a call from a presidential search committee at Lincoln University in
Pennsylvania.
Nelson said Lincoln, is facing
Matthew Worden/Observer
many of the same personnel and curFormer President Ivory Nelson relaxes just days before he
riculum-related
struggles that
marked
the
beginning
of Nelson's
left Central to take the role of President in Pennsylvania.
term at Central.

do not have some of those problems,
so I think he'll be able to continue
transitioning the university into the
21st Century."
Nelson said he remembered his
term at Central in a positive light.
Despite quarrels and controversy, he
believed he'd be remembered as the
president who brought a tremendous
amount of change to the university
and the quality of education it provides.
After announcing his retirement,
many people quoted the plaque on
his wall called "The Penalty of
Leadership." In this next phase of his
life, Nelson pointed to one particular
phrase he thought summed up his
presidency.
"It says when a man concentrates
on a standard, when he creates a masterwork, then he will set a million
tongues wagging, and if he does not
he will be severely left alone" Nelson
said. "One thing l know is I always
kept a million tongues wagging, and
I was never left alone, I think that
says something."

Central's administration gets new faces
by Daren Schuettpelz
News editor
After school let out last spring,
Central's administration did not
remain stagnant. Quite the opposite
occurred. Central's administration
underwent a facelift, and the result is
a team of new administrators running
the university.
"Universities are starting to see
the pace of turnover accelerated,"
Barbara Radke, director of university
relations, said. "It is a time of accelerated change in educational leadership."
Changes have swept from top to
bottom over the last couple of
months. Former Central president
Ivory Nelson left Central for a job as
president of Lincoln University. To
take his place, Central hired James
Norton as an interim president until
the presidential search committee
chooses a replacement.
Norton describes his task as one
to prepare the next president.

"I have the opportunity to come
in with a fresh look and I get to build
things so my successor will be off to
a running start," Norton said.
The president's executive assistant position has not been filled and
Norton said he was not sure whether
or not the position would be filled.
Gregory Chan was former
President Nelson's executive assistant. He has been given the new role
of interim associate vice president
for academic affairs-academic programs, working under the provost,
David Dauwalder.
This round of administrative
shuffle began last spring with the
removal of James DePaepe, formerly
the associate vice president for academic affairs, and Connie Roberts,
former vice provost.
Dauwalder said various deans
divided up Robert's tasks, and he will
be finding someone to replace her.
Many other positions became
vacant when their occupants moved
on in their careers. Duncan Perry,

former dean of graduate studies, left
to take a position at Millersville
University and Richard Mack took
his place as interim dean.
The dean of the College of
Education and Professional Studies
has been vacated by Lin Douglas
who works for the Washington State
Office of Superintendent of Public
Instruction.
Jack McKay who was the associate dean of CEPS has been given the
interim dean position.
Gary Frederick, Central's athletic
director, stepped down last spring
and. has been replaced by Keith
Champagne.
Champagne remains the assistant
vice president for student affairs as
well as taking the job of interim athletic director.
The director of admissions position has been filled by Mike Reilly.
Bill Swain, formerly of that position,
is now the teacher coordinator of the
Ellensburg Alternative High School
program.

Other Central employees are
pulling double time with the change
of positions. Rosco Tolman is serving as the foreign languages chair
and the associate dean for the
College of Arts and Humanities.
"It's pretty busy," Tolman said of
his two jobs. "I spend part of the day
in foreign languages and the other at
the dean's office."
For some, these changes mark a
step toward climbing the administrative ladder. The interim positions are
contracted for one year. During this
time national searches will be conducted to attain people at a perrnanent level.
McKay plans to try and keep his
position as dean of CEPS and will
apply for the permanent position.
Others are not sure they want to stay
in the positions they are in.
Tolman said it was too early to
say whether he would like to continue as associate dean and said it was
up to Liahna Babener, the dean of the
College of Arts and Humanities, to

decide.
This trend has only recently
arrived on Central's campus.
Central's administration has not seen j
this volume of change for some time.
"Perhaps now we have too many
changes," James Pappas, vice president of enrollment management,
said. "I haven't seen it change like
this, and I've been here 20 years."
The trend may continue as two
positions in student affairs are under
the chopping block.
Sarah Shumate, vice president for
student affairs, has decided not to
'1(
renew the contracts of Deacon Meier,
associate vice president for student
affairs and Jerry Findley, associate
director of facilities and operations.
(
Both are exempt employees, which
means Central can terminate their
(
contracts for any reason.
"There are always changes in •
higher education," Norton said.
"You tend to like to work with people
with long-term interests but that is
not a serious issue here."
~
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Historical rail depot revives
by April Mower
Staff reporter

Angela Barbre/Observer

The Northern Pacific Depot will be getting revived if
the Ellensburg City Counsel can attain the funds.

The Northern Pacific Depot, listed in the National Register of
Historic Places and originally a passenger and freight transport, has
been a symbol of the city's civic
aspirations for 71 years.
Now vacant and· deteriorating,
the depot is awaiting a revival.
The City of Ellensburg proposes
to purchase and redevelop the old
Ellensburg train depot, located four
blocks from Ellensburg's Downtown
Historic District.
The brick and clay tile masonry
building is in stable condition, however, the roof is another issue that
needs attention.
Easter & Kittle, architecture and
planning, performed the professional site review and stated the city
could face loss of the structure if the
roof is not made weather-tight within one or two years at the most.
After several years of unsuccessful attempts to obtain grants for the

BOD urges move of .ASL to
regular curriculum, reduce fees
by Daren Schuettpelz
News editor

Central students looking to take a
course in sign language will be practicing the art of digging deep into
their wallets.
The American Sign Language
(ASL) program is offered as part of
Continuing Education, which
requires students to pay additional
fees. Because the program is not
funded by the state, the fees go
toward funding it. The program
offers four courses at $282 each. To
take all four, students would pay
$1,128 more than their tuition.
Josh Kilen, Associated Students
of Central Washington University
vice president for academic affairs,
said the fee is too high. Kilen said
over 800 students have completed
the course since 1990.
"Students need this class," Kilen
said. "But they don't need the extra
tuition."
The foreign language department
has expressed an interest in having
the ASL program incorporated into

the department. Rosco Tolman, the
foreign language department chair,
said although the department would
like to have the program, there are
not enough resources for it.

''This is not a
philosophical
issue, it's. an
economic
one.

''

- Rosco Tolman

"There is a lot of support for it in
the foreign language department,"
Tolman said. "The problem is budget and staff."
Tolman said offering ASL as part
of continuing education and having
students pay extra fees is not the
ideal situation.
"This is not a philosophical issue,

it's an economic one," Tolman said.
Liahna Babener, dean of the
College of Arts and Humanities,
insists the sign language program is
needed at Central and commends
Continuing Education for keeping it
running. ASL used to be part of special education.
"Continuing education is an
organ of the university that enables
learning opportunities that are not
funded by the state," Babener said .
Babener supports including the
ASL program with the foreign language department.
"It's another beautiful language
but we don't have the resources to
hire the best professionals to teach
it," Babener said.
David Dauwalder, the provost,
said he would bring the issue up at
the next meeting with the deans.
Kilen said he does not care which
department the program falls into, as
long as students do not have to pay
extra money to take it.
Kilen is asking for students to
write letters to Babener asking her to
add ASL to the curriculum.

.

STARBUCKS COFFEE
New Hours of caffeinatioti
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Close Sunday - Wednesday l lpm
Thursday - Saturday 9:30pm

purchase of the building and surrounding land, a non-profit organi~ation Historic Ellensburg, which
specializes in progress through
preservation, decided to step in.
Historic Ellensburg's goal was to
assist with research, visioning and
preparation of the grant application,
which would show a fundable explanation for the preservation and
restoration of the depot.
If approved, the city will rehabilitate the depot for new use as a
Regional lntermodal Transit Center,
using a combination of public and
private funding.
Ground floor space in the d~pot
will primarily be reserved for pas-senger rail, inter-city bus, taxi and
shuttle services.
Secondary spaces in the depot
will be converted into multi-use
community, office, and restaurant
functions.
Two
weeks
ago
the
Transportation
Enhancement
Application was sent to the State
Department of Transportation for

review at the regional level. If
passed, the proposal will then be forwarded on for review by the state.
Flo Lentz, a locally based historic preservation consultant and
member of Historic Ellensburg, said
they are anticipating approval of the
grant by early next year.
Upon approval, Lentz said
Historic Ellensburg will ask for
community-wide support for the salvation of the depot.
"The primary purpose of the
overall project is to create a new
center for regional intermodal linkage; connecting people to modes of
transportation now dispersed,
defunct, or non-existent," Lentz
said.
The community reaction to the
resurrection is positive. . Connie
Mavise, an Ellensburg resident for
over 30 years, is looking forward to
the restoration.
"I think this is a wonderful idea,"
Mavise said. "It would be a shame
to let a historic site, such as this one,
waste away."

Work with the hottest technologies,
create flexible,
responsive internal systems,
and challenge yourself
on a daily basis.

AT&T Wireless Services is looking for individuals with outstanding academic records to join our lnfo~mation Technology team in Redmond,
Washington, as Functional Design Analysts. If you like designing solutions
to complex, real-world problems, this job is for you.
If you have an interest in technology, are graduating with a BS, BA, or
graduate degree, have a high GPA (3.5 or above) in Liberal Arts, Business,
or Computer Science and have worked part- or full-time during school,
please contact us to learn more about this exciting opportunity.
To obtain more information about the Functional Design Analyst position, please visit our Web site at www.att.com/wireless/jobs and enter
positi?n code 99-0028581 in the keyword search field.

To apply for one of the above Seattle
area positions , please type Job Code
99-0028581-AOCWU on your resume.
E-mail as text to jobs@attws .com or
mail on white paper using plain fonts
to: Jobs, AT&T Wireless Services, P.O.
Box 97061, Redmond, WA 98073-9761.

8
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AT&T Wireless Services
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James "Dolph" Norton takes on his role as interim president following the retirement of Ivory Nelson. Norton will
remain interim president until the presidential search committee selects someone for the position as president.

Central gains interim president
by Daren Schuettpelz

News editor
Central has interim positions
throughout the administration including the role as president.
James "Dolph" Norton has taken
the challenge to be Central 's interim
president uritil the presidential search
committee decides on a replacement
for Ivory Nelson.
Nelson elected to take the president position at Lincoln University in
Pennsylvania.
Norton has a long history of inter.. im leadership to prepare him for his
time at Central. Most recently he was
an interim president for Adelphi
University in New York. He served
in that position for the 1997-98 academic term.

''

There are some irritating
problems, but we need to
put them behind us fairly
promptly.
''
-fames "Dolph" Norton

Prior to that appointment he
served as interim president at Bryant
College in Rhode Island for the
1996-97 academic year. He has
served as interim chancellor for
Lamar University System in Texas
and the University of Maryland
System in Maryland, as well as being
interim president at Hiram College in

Ohio.
Norton became interested in
Central during a visit three years ago,
when he met to evaluate the
President and Board of Trustees.
"Central is one of the best run
places," Norton said. "Yet there are
some very serious issues. I wanted to
find out more about the university

and see if I could help."
Norton said there are advantages
to working as an interim president.
He said he gets to come in with a
fresh look and set things up for his
successor.
Norton admitted he feels envious about the people he is preparing
for.
'_'You get jealous of your successor as more and more opportunities
arise," Norton said.
Central has been plagued by
problems between the administration
and faculty.
One of Norton's tasks preparing
for the new president will be to deal
with this issue.
"There are some irritating problems," Norton said. "But we need to
put them behind us fairly promptly."

r_

ATTENTION ALUMNI OF
The National Young Leaders Confer~nce, Washington, DC
-orThe National Youth Leadership Forums
on Law, Medicine or Defense
If you are a first or second year student, there is a prestigious on-campus
leadership opportunity we have been asked to discuss with you.
Please call Toll Free at 1-877-282-4952 no later than October 14, 1999
and ask to speak with orie of the program co-founders: Barbara or Richard

N_ew
Donors
Earn
up to
$160
Alpha Plasma Center
502 W. Nob Hill Blvd. #4
Hours:
Mon-Thurs 8-6:30
Fri 8-6. Sat 8-4
Sun closed
Call 457-7878 for appt.
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Online bookstores barter for students
by Tomoko Kanai
Staff reporter
Central students are being targeted as an audience by online bookstores for the textbook market.
More than 90 percent of the
nation's college students access the
Internet at least once a month and 50
percent of them log onto the Internet
daily, according to a 1998 Yahoo!
Internet
Life
survey.
The
Washington, D.C. Varsitybooks.com
uses "Get on-line. Not in-line" as its
slogan to appeal to students who are
tired of waiting in long lines.
Students can search for the best
deal on their textbooks by visiting a
store's Web site. Best Book
Buys.com is a site where students
can search over 20 bookstores at
once to find which one has a textbook at the lowest price. Users can
search by either author or title.
Some stores offer free shipping
and most have return polices that
guarantee a full refund 10 to 14 days

after the book is received.
Companies advertise that students can save money by ordering
their textbooks from the on-line
stores because they offer textbooks at
15-40 percent off of typical college
book store prices.
Jerrol's Bookstore manager, Rolf
William said he has no fears the
online companies will take away his
customers.
"We look at online as competition
that forces us to do a better job,"
William said.' "It's our customers to
lose not their's to take. I'm three
blocks from campus and if I can't get
people into my store, then I'm doing
something wrong."
William suggests students be
· wary whom they order from because
some companies may not be legitimate.
"The online market is sort of the
. Wild Wild West," William said.
Central's University Bookstore
has an online store allowing students
to order at home.

Ashley Rotando/Observer

Students have the choice to shop online for their
textbooks instead of waiting in lines at book stores.

WIN: Eyes on News
Continued from Page 1
amount of individual academic
attention
- Providing services for students
who are learning disabled
- Offering a notable study abroad
program
- Representing the best value for
money
Central scored high marks in
"The Hispanic Outlook in Higher
Education" and the "Annual College
Guide for American Indians."

Central has also been listed in
"The Student Guide to America's
100 Best College Buys" for three
consecutive years.
City offers recreation positions
The city of Ellensburg is seeking
applications for various recreation
positions including lifeguard and .
swim instructor and recreation aid
and special events coordinator.
Applications can be picked up at
the City Pool and the Ellensburg
Racquet and Recreation Center or
call 962-7210 or 925-8636 .

•

Read the stories

Godfathers \/Pizza.

you want to see.
Call the Observer
with ideas at 963-

"Come tty my delicious original thick- crust pizza!
It's Pizza, the way pizza was meant to be!"

1073.
•

•

PREGNANT?

Ellensburg
506 S. Main St.
962-1111

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
CARING AND CONFIDENTIAL
Located four blocks from campus

E~q1Jr~ Care CtJ\W"
409 North Pine ,.., PO Box 740
Ellensbur~, WA 98926

509-925-CARE
epcc@kvalley.com
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR POLICY
The Observer welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be submitted by 5 p.m., Monday before the week of publication. Letters
must be typewritten and less than 350 words.
All letters must include your name and phone number for verification. In addition, only one letter a month will be accepted from an
individual.
The Observer reserves the right to edit for length, style, grammar,
libel and matters of taste. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Send letters by mail or e-mail to: The Observer, CENTRAL,
Ellensburg, WA 98926-7435; observer@cwu.edu or by fax at (509)
963-1027.

Observance

I UM ..• WELL THE: ... UH ... I
WAS . .. N££f) . . . UM . . . WHEN

... FO~ THE ... WE/l.E'. .. If .••
MIGHT ••. IAM .•• HUMP?

"THE. FR£E" CONDOMS
AR~ IN A BASl<E.T

tOOL. ...

OVER iHE:RE Bl{

niE

DOO~.

What I did on my
summer vacation
Summer is a time of change for Ellensburg; I should
know, I watched it turn into a ghost town just days after graduation. The majority of Central students do not stay in
Ellensburg during the summer, which can lead to "when the
cat's away the mouse will play" attitudes around campus.
It seems that every year, just as students are finishing the
school year and getting the heck out of Dodge, important
decisions are being made without student consult. This year
is no different from any other year. There are people who can
still remember when they came back from summer to find
power poles running through campus, which no one really
remembers administration mentioning before. So, returning
students, here's a taste of what you missed this summer, and
freshmen here's a crash course in stuff you should know.
Once again there has been a change in Board of Trustees
lineup. Out is local Fritz Glover, in is west-sider Nadine
Romero. This gives us a grand total of one trustee, Gwen
Chaplin, from this side of the mountains, and none from
Ellensburg. The entire job of the BOT is to govern this university, but how can they do this when their entire contact
with the campus may only entail one day a month. Most of
the time the trustees from the West Side can't even make it to
the campus for special events. How are they going to stay in
touch with the students and faculty they'll be making huge
decisions on behalf of? The governor's office acknowledges
the need for a local trustee, but added they feel Glover needed to be replaced as soon as possible. That's a great idea, and
it would be an even better excuse if it wasn't for the fact that
the governor took his sweet time replacing Frank Sanchez
(four months of sweet time if memory serves) when he
resigned.
Also, in related summer decisions, Safe Ride made some
hour changes that have student leaders up in arms. Just after
the initiative passed making Safe Ride a student fee-funded
entity, the directors of the program decided to change the run
hours without any input from the students who pay for the
service. While Safe Ride essentially now runs more hours a
week, it runs less hours on Wednesday nights. Ask any student if a 'free alternative to driving drunk is needed on
Wednesday nights and they'll probably say yes. Whether we
want to admit it or not, hump night exists and we shouldn't
push that aside.
As the weeks wear on, students may notice even more
decisions made while they were off for the summer. Of
course the university cannot come to a standstill when the
students leave, but some of these decisions that effect students and faculty so profoundly could have waited.
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"Many departments at this university say they like to hear from students, but often do not use student suggestions
and opinions to shape their policies and actions. I would like to reverse that trend, beginning with the Office of
Legislative Affairs."
Sarah Schacht, ASCWU vice president for political affairs

Change of Address Irks
Former Muzzall Resident
To The Editor,
Closing Muzzall Hall two weeks
into the school year is an inconvenience to its residents, and a reflection of poor planning on behalf of the
Office of Residential Services.
Living arrangements are a substantial part of life. They are more
than a location or a room with painted walls. Where one resides may be
where he or she spends most of their
time, is most comfortable, and can
most easily be him or herself. To be
assigned to a university residence
hall, move in, meet your roommate

and neighbors, say so-long to your
parents, be on your own for maybe
your first time, and start feeling comfortable with your new environment...Only to receive a memorandum stating your hall is closing and
this is your new residence hall room
assignments. Pack and go. The
ambiance you've created and the
posters you've hung must come
down.
This is an inconsiderate expectation that ORS has placed on Muzzall
residents. This is both an academic
and a social inconvenience to all
involved, especially mid-quarter. It is
unfortunate that CWU freshmen are

News Editor: Daren Schuettpelz, Assistant Editor: Nao Miura, Reporters:
Krissie Hughes, Tomoko Kanai, Melissa Mitchell, April Mower, Jennifer
Perkins.
Scene Editor: Claire Hein, Assistant Editor: Kristen Bivens, Reporters:
Andrew Fickes, Cara Lanctot, Christina Lee, Eric Overman, Noelle
Timoshuk.
Sports Editor: Tim Booth, Assistant Editor: Roslyn Biggs Reporters: Paul
Arrington, Tim Bottorff, Chris Jackson, Tony Mayer, Michaela Wuelfing.
Photo Editor: Angela Barbre, Assistant Editor: Bree Jones,
Photographers: Kim Nowacki, Ashley Rotando, Heather Trimm.
Copy Editor: Elizabeth Belts, Assistant Editors: Patti Bransford, Jessica
Terrel.
Online Editor: Joe Bair, Online Managing Editor: Tom Stanton, Online
Staff: Jon Guddat, Todd Nealey, Kiley Sharpe, Lisa Wander.

required to live on campus, and are
subject to the closure of their assigned
residence hall.
Michael Johansen
junior, business administration
major

Computer User Wants
'More Browser Choices
To The Editor,
Why does the United States of
America defend democracy? Is it
because we want countries to partici-

Continued on Page 9

DEADLINES
Listed below are the deadlines for The Observer. The Observer
office, located in Bouillon room 222, is open weekdays from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m ·
Submissions can be brought to the office or by mail, The Observer,
CWU, Ellensburg,WA 98926 or by fax at 963-1027.
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• Friday, S p.m. - Entertainment, meetings, calendar events for the
Wildcat Week planner, Buzz Bin. • Monday, 3p.m. - Letters to the
editor, Spectacle and weekend sports information.
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• Thursday, S p.m. - Display ads. • Monday, S p.m. - Classified ads.
To place advertising contact your advertising representative, call the
Observer business office at (509) 963-1026 or fax information to
963-1027.
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everyone to participate next year on opening day. Once
again, thank you. We could not ~ave been so successful
without everyone's support.

pate in the global economy and grow with other democratic societies? Or is it simply the power of choice we
Janice Freehill
want to defend? If it is the latter then why doesn't our
Director of Residential Services
state university offer choice?
The Internet browser war between Microsoft's WSL Seeks Student Input for Legislative
Internet Explorer (IE) and Netscape's Communicator is
Agenda
well known. Netscape complains that Microsoft has an
To The Editor,
unfair advantage because it includes IE with its desktop
Many departments at this university say they like to
software. WindowsTM Netscape would like fairness
hear from students, but often do not use student suggeswhere each customer has the opportunity to choose which
tions and opinions to shape their policies and actions. I
browser they like better.
would like to reverse that trend, beginning with the Office
So why doesn't our school-Central Washington
of Legislative Affairs.
University-allow us to fight this war and choose which
As Vice President of Political Affairs, I wanted to
browser we want to use. In my opinion, IE is the better
make sure that as the legislative agenda was being put
product and would like to use Microsoft's browser. Many
together, that students' wants and needs were included. In
students and some staff agree with me. This school is subfact, I want students' opinions and concerns to be the
jected to lower standards by using an inferior product. In
backbone of the legislative agenda this year. Too often,
addition, if Central Washington University added IE it
I've seen well-intentioned people at CWU running with
would cost them nothing.
an idea before they know that the students want that issue
Now don't get me wrong. I believe Central
or program to be dealt with. I want to make sure the top
Washington University offers plenty of choices to their
issues our office tackles this legislative session are those
students; that is what college is for. We get to choose our
that students want me to work on.
own career, major, club, class, teacher, friends, and even
If you are a student here at Central, and have a major
the food we eat in the cafeteria. So here is my question to
issue
you'd like to see dealt with by Washington Student
you, Central: Why are you forcing me to use an inferior
product that isn't even compatible with the world's most Lobby (WSL), come down to the BOD office (SUB 116)
· within the next two weeks. Fill out one of the opinion
popular spreadsheet software, Microsoft Excel?
sheets, located outside of the BOD office, and leave it in
the envelope next to the door. I, and fellow members of
Ryan Alexander
Student and Computer Lab Assistant
the Washington Student Lobby, will review them and use
them to create a top l 0 list of student concerns and needs.
ORS Thanks "Movers and Shakers"
We'll use these as a basis for the legislative agenda. After
To The Editor,
we've completed the legislative agenda, I'll continue colThe Office of Residential Services would like to
lecting student opinions and concerns, through conversaexpress our sincere gratitude and appreciation to all the
tions, because I feel that I'm not really doing my job if
residence hall opening day "Movers and Shakers" volunteers. There were over 100 returning students, CWU staff, I'm not keeping current on the needs of students. So
CWU clubs and organizations, local clubs and organiza- please. if something comes up later this year that you
tions, and community members welcoming the students would like to have action taken on, or if you just want to ·
vent, come talk with me.
to their new campus home.
Thanks to everyone's hard work and enthusiasm, the
Sarah Schacht
students were able to move into their halls quickly and
Vice President for Political Affairs, BOD
efficiently. We would like to extend an invitation to

Wanted:Cartoonist

CWU Flight Team
Flight Center, 7 p.m.

Oasis Christian Fellowship
First Presbyterian Church (3rd Ave), 7 p.m.
Young Life
Director's House, 6 p.m.

Swing Cats
SUB Ballroom, 6:45 p.m. lesson, 8 p.m.
practice
Circle K International
SUB 210, 7 p.m.
Rodeo Club
SUB 208, 7 p.m.
College Republicans
SUB Chief Owhi room, 7 p.m.

Washington Student Lobby
SUB 210, 5 p.m.
Roots and Shoots
SUB, 5 p.m.
Accounting Club
Shaw-Smyser 114, 6 p.m.
Association of Construction Managers
Hogue 212, 6 p.m.
SOMIS
Shaw-Smyser, 6 p.m.
GALA
SUB Owhi room, 6 p.m.
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
SUB Yakama room, 7 p.m.
Salt Co.
CMA Church (14th and B St.), 8 p.m.

Alcoholics Anonymous
SUB 107, noon
Adventist Group Association (AGAPE)
SUB Yakama room, 6 p.m.
Student Council for Exceptional Children
Black 202/203, 7 p.m.
Campus Ambassadors
SUB 208, 7 p.m.
Campus Crusade for Christ "Real Life"
SUB Theater, 7 p.m.

A picture is worth a thousand words

American Society of Safety Engineers
Michaels.en 126, Oct. 14

The Observer is looking for a talented cartoonist to add a little color and
humor to our coverage of university news. Join the Observer team and be
published weekly. Credits or pay is possible.
For more information or to apply call 963-1073, or visit the Observer office in
Bouillon 222.

To be included in the meetings calendar,
stop by Bouillon 222, call 963-1073, or fax
information to 963-1026.
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Alex Bishop.

Killed by a drunk driver
on November 8, 1992,
on Kent-Kangley Road
in Kent, Wasltington.

If you don't stop your friend from driving drunk, who will?
Do whatever it takes./

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

Do you

know

the signs

of
DEPRESSION?
Free Depression and Suicide Screening:

Thursday, October 7
10:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
CWU Nicholson Pavillion
Corner of N. Walnut and Dean Nicholson Blvd.
(vouchers for free parking available at screening desk
for use in lots W12 North and South on Walnut St.)

Are you, a friend or family'
member feeling hopeless,
unusually sad, irritable, or
no longer experiencing the
joy in life? If so, you or your
loved one may be suffering
from depression, and help
is available. Learn about l
I
the signs and symptoms
of depression, suicide
prevention, and encourage
friends and family to get
help during a free screening for depression and
suicide on October 7.
Participants will receive
educational materials, can
take a self test for depression, and talk with a
mental health professional
in a confidential setting.

{~f~ ~llensburg • 962-2570

-

Sponsored by:
Northwest
Associates and
CWU Student
Health and
CounseUng
Center. Please
call NWA at
925-7507 or
Student Health
and Counseling
at 963-1391 for
more ;nfo.

A.ND GIFTS

• Fiesta Ware

And much more...

Document Approved by UCC on May 16, 1997 and by Cabinet on September 8, 1997
THis policy covers all infonnation technology resources that provide the Central Washington University community with computing, networking, telephony and television/
video resources.

Authorized Access
Members of the Central Washington University
community are authorized to use information
technology resources provided by Central Washington
University. For the purposed of this policy. members
include active students. faculty. emeriti. staff,
administrators. and approved affiliates.
Acceptable Uses
Information technology resources can be used for
activities that suppon the mission of the University.
Learning
Teaching
Research
University business
Legal Use Guidelines
Information technology resources may not be used
for any illegal or criminal purposes. Software, images,
music or other intellectual property may only be used in
compliance with the Copyright Act of 1976.
amended 1994 and CWU Copyri ghts and Royalties
Policy.
Transmining images. sounds, or messages to others
which might reasonably be considered haras"ng and/or
malicious is not permissible.
Using Central Washington Universi1y information
technology rc,o urces to attempt to break into. gain root
access. probe, di srupt, or ob'1ruct any sy>tcm i> not
permi ssible. Installation of invaS1ve software or testing
security fl aws without aut hori zation on any system is
not permiss ible.
lnfomiation technology resource use" subject to

Use of State Resources WAC 292- 110-010.

privacy of the resources and of
users' electronic files. mail, records, and activities.

Responsible and Ethical Use Guidelines
Respect the intended use of all information technology
Instructional Media Center Responsibilities
resources for learning. teaching research and university
Instructional Media Center is responsible for insuring that
business purposes
the University's video collection is properly used and
Respect other users by not sending unwanted email
protected.
messages. maligning address information. flooding the
system. sending frivolous messages. forging
Investigations
subscriptions. or tampering with accounts, files, or data
Security measures are in place to assist with
that are not owned by your account
investigations of illegal and criminal activities or policy
Use only the user identifications assigned to you. use
violations. Investigations
it for the purposes which it was intended, and to not share
performed by Computing and Telecommunication
it with others
Services and Instructional Media Center are performed as
Be sensitive to the public nature of shared resources.
appropriate and necessary.
i.e. labs. modem pool. disk space Occasional unsolicited
receipt of email should be deleted. repon repeated
If suspicion of misuse of infonnation technology
unsolicited receipt of email as directed under Misuse of
resources is found. the following steps will be taken to
lnfonnation Technology Resources
protect information technology resources and the user
Student use of email services is regulated by the
community:
Statement of Agreement between Central Washington
University and the
Computing. networking. and telephony accounts will
ASCWU Board of Directors which states "The
be immediately suspended pending the outcome of any
Associated Students of Central Washington University
. investigation Files. data. usage logs. etc. will be inspected
recognize all use of email and internet sernces that is
. for evidence
legal, adheres to University policy, and meets contractual
The violation will be reponed to the appropriate
obligations. as educational in nature.
authorities:
University policy violation to Student Affairs, the
Reporting Misuse of Information Technology
appropriate instructors, depanment chair. direct
Resources
supervisor.
Complaints regarding mi suse of information technology
Vice Presidents. or Auditing and Control
resources should be re ported as indicated below.
Legal violations to the campus police. the FBI. the
Secret Service. Human Rights. Auditing and
Mi suse of computing. networks. and telephony resources
Control or the Attorney General's Office.
should be reported to Computing and Telecommunication
Services.
Violatio ns of this policy will result in revocation of
Misuse of te levisio n/video resources should be reponed 10
access 10 information technology resources as well as
Instructional Media Center (IMC).
university disciplinary and/or legal action .
Computing and Telecommunication Services'
Responsibilities
Computi ng: and Telecommunication Services is
responsible for insuring that the University's computing.
networking and telephony resources are pro perly used and
protec ted by main1ai01ing the integrit y. security. and

Violators are subject to any and all of the following :
Loss of in formatio n technology resources access
Uni, ersity d isc iplinary actio ns (as prescribed in the
Student Judicial Code. Faculty Code, WAC 251 - 11 for
Ci vil Service or Civil Se rvice Exempt Administrator's
Code)
Civil proceedings

•

306 S. Main . Suite 1
Ellensburg• 925-4149

Copydght Policy For Acceptable and Ethical Use of University Information Technology
Resources Policy

Information technology resources provide the Central
Washington University community with access to local,
national and international information as well as the
ability to communicate with other users orldwide.
Information technology resources should be used in an
acceptable and ethical manner. For the benefit of the
community. users must assume re,ponsibility in the use
of information technology resources. Use of information
technology resources is governed by the United States
Code. the laws of the State of Washington and Central
Washington University policies. Some appropriate laws
are listed at the end of this policy.

-

Criminal prosecution

UNITED STATES CODE
Copyright Act of 1976, amended 1994 (Cornell
Legal lnfonnation Institute)
Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 1986 - 18 USC
!030 (Cornell Legal Information Institute)
Electronic Communications Privacy Act (Cornell
Legal lnfonnation Institute)
Privacy - Electronic Communications Privacy Act 18 USC 2701 (Cornell Legal Information Institute)
Unlawful access to stored communications - 18
USC Sec. 2701 (Cornell Legal lnfonnation Institute)
The Privacy Protection Act of 1980 - 42 USC Sec.
2000aa (Cornell Legal Information Institute)
Public Telecommunications Act of 1992
Telegraphs, Telephones, and Radiotelegraphs 47 USC
Sec. 605 (Cornell Legal
Information Institute)
Interstate Transportation of Stolen Property Act
REVISED CODE OF WASHINGTON (RCW)
Computer Trespass RCW 9A.52.l IO
Malicious mischief- RCW 9A.48.100
Use of state properly· RCW 42.52. 160 ~
Theft of Telecommunication services- RCW
9A.56.262
WASHINGTON ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
(WAC)

Pavour min&
~io~
~~43g

creative cuts
perming
highlighting
manicuring
pedicuring
waxing
tanning
massage

Use of state resources- WAC 292-110-010

UNIVERSITY POLICIES AND MANUALS
Policies Manual Pan 2·2.10 Copyrights and
Royalties Policy
Policies Manual Pan 2-2. 11 Copyright for
Computer Programs
Faculty Code of Personnel Policy & Procedure
"Student Judicial Code
OTHER
Licenses for Computer Software

962-4380

~ .
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We want to publish your short stories,
poetry, cartoons and any other original creative works you may have.
Come visit the Observer office in
Bouillon 222 or call 963-8583 .

.Students spend sµmmer in Central America
Professor Scott
Brady takes
geography
students to study
in Honduras
by Daren Schuettpelz

News editor
The nation of Honduras finds
itself huddled between Guatemala, El
Salvador and Nicaragua in Central
America. The past couple of years, a
number of Central students have
braved intense heat, language barriers and more freaky bugs than anyone would care to remember to travel with geography professor Scott
Brady.
This summer I decided to tag
along and see what I could learn
about a developing nation, geography and whatever Spanish I could
pick up; and all for Central credits.
The group consisted of Jessica
Lepping the assistant, Lief Jacobson,
Kelly Christensen, Laura Forrest,
Laurie Hower, Kathryn Case and
myself. I won't tell all of what happened because I'd have to write a
novel to fully capture everything.
But I will share some of the highlights of getting out of Ellensburg,
and the U.S., for that matter.
From an outsider's point of view,
Honduras lies in the heart of some
bizzare world. Cities function in an
ordered chaos that I'm not even sure
the residents fully understand. We
stayed in a hotel in downtown
Tegucigalpa (the capital) and awoken
at 5 a.m. to muffler-missing busses
and obnoxious yelling. The yelling '
came from the bus driver's companion, trying to get people onto the bus.
As our purpose for going to
Honduras was to be more competent
in geography field methods, Brady
immediately got us maps of the city
and sent us off on our own.
I can get around easily enough
with a map, but what I cannot do is
quickly learn a language. So I could
get places, but not experience a
whole lot because I couldn't speak a
lick of Spanish. As we walked
around the city we were forever hearing, "Hola, gringos," from teenagers.
The neighboring town of
Comayaguela has a market which
puts Pike Place to shame. From the
outside, it looked as most markets do.
Stalls lined the streets and people
milled to and fro in search of whatever they desired. A warehouse held
most of the stalls.
Stepping into the warehouse was
like stepping back in time to a gothic
nightmare. It was dark, packed to the
brim with people and reeking of

photos by Daren Schuettpelz

(Above) The Lenca Indians
have markets each Sunday.
The women do most of the
trading and wear bright
colored clothes.
(Left) Professor Scott Brady
examines the Mayan ruins
in Copan.
(Far Left) Brady shows Kelly
Christensen how to plug
data from field exercises
into a GPS unit.

more odors than I can categorize. If
you couldn't find what you were
looking for at Comayaguela's market, whether it be chicken's feet, parrots, stereos or even people, you
wouldn't be able to find it anywhere.
Upon emerging from the market
(in a completely new location than
where we entered, mind you) we discovered the workings of a Honduran
butcher market.
Several men were taking whole
pigs, minus the head, out of the back
of a pickup truck and into a shop. A
few meters on we came across several more men hauling racks of beef
out of a shop and dumping them into
the back of a pickup truck. Our western ideas on sanitation were thrown
right out the window.
Honduras suffered immensely
because of Hurricane Mitch, which
struck last November. People would.

point at areas (landslides, m1ssmg
sections of a town, etc) and just say,
"Mitch." We were there in July and
roads were still damaged.
We spent a majority of our time in
the rural mountain village of
Guajiquiro, In the region of the
Lenca Indians. They are a very
friendly people but sometimes try too
hard. If they don't know an answer,
they'd make one up to make you
happy.
I could talk about our beds for
half a year. All the men in our group
left our sleeping bags in Tegucigalpa.
As a result, we had to adapt to a
wooden frame bed, a two inch thick
mattress and a thin blanket.
Through the course of our time
there, I think I had a few extra stragglers in my bed that gave me a
wicked itch.
The food remains a topic I will

remember till my dying day. We ate
a meal called the "plato tipico" for
three weeks straight. It consists of
beans, rice, tortillas and potatoes. I
was pretty excited about this meal
until it attacked my gut and made me
sick for a few days. After my brief
illness I couldn't stomach another
plato three times a day, so I switched
to a banana and mango diet.
Our days were occupied by hikes
throughout the area. We hiked for
hours up and down hills each day. I
won't delve further into what we did
on the hikes because it was mostly
geography field techniques.
The children of Guajiquiro fell in
love with Kelly instantly. There were
many nights when we were inside
writing or playing cards and he
would be outside playing Frisbee and
soccer with kids. Kelly would quiz
them for Spanish words and they

would do likewise for English words.
The children more or less understood
I was an idiot with their language, so
they didn't ask me too many questions.
After our stay in Guajiquiro we as
a group decided we wanted to see
more of Honduras. Quiet towns are
great but we got pretty restless.
Brady said we could go to Copan, the·
site of an ancient Mayan city, and
then to the north coast if we followed
his travel plan.
I honestly cannot tell you what
those days were like. We scooted
through back roads on busses, trucks
and pickups from one town to the
next.
What I remember quite clearly is
Kelly giving my watch away. Kelly,

See SUMMER, Page 12
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Former Miss ·Tri-Cities still reigns at Central
by Christina Lee
Staff reporter
Sweating palms, stomach butterflies and a
racing heart are common place in pageants
when the time comes for the winner to be
announced.
Jaime Bouton, a 23-year-old education
major from Kennewick, experienced this in her
reign as Miss Tri-Cites in 1998-1999.
As Miss Tri-Cites, she touched many young
lives through her self-esteem program called "I
believe in me."
Q. Tell me more about the "I believe in me"
program.
A. The idea got started from "Chicken Soup for
the Soul." It made me realize a small token can
make a difference in someone's life. I have visited 27 schools ranging from preschool to middle school presenting the program.
Q. What is your most embarrassing µageant
experience?
A. During my interview for Miss Washington, I
tripped over the podium while I was answering
one of my questions.
Q. If you could turn back the clock and re-live
your pageant experience, what would you do
differently?
A. If I had to do it again, I'd take less credits so
I could focus more on community service.
Q. What is your most memorable pageant experience?

A. The day before I left for Miss Washington I

met a very special little girl from the Wishing
Star Foundation. Zoey may only be four but,
having already battled leukemia, she has been
through more in her little life than I have. When
asked what her wish was she requested high
heeled shoes and dress up clothes. Her simple
wish really humbled me. Being able to be a part
of making Zoey's wish come true was a greater
reward than any crown I c0uld ever win.
Q. What stereotype surrounding pageants do
you dislike most?
A. In my opinion the pageant is not about how
good you look on stage, it's what you do with
your crown all the other days you wear it.
Q. If you could change anything about
pageants what would it be and why?
A. I think I would put more emphasis on community service and work with speaking skills.
The interviews need .to be worth more percentage wise.
Q. What is it about pageants that draw in contestqnts?
A. A chance to participate in Miss America, the
scholarship money and a chance to help your
community. I got $1,500 for Miss Tri-Cities,
$600 for being in Miss Washington, and $1,000
from the Miss America Organization.
Q. What are your future plans?
A. I would like to start teaching in special education and then eventually become a kindergarten teacher.

photo courtesy of Jaime Bouton

The "I believe in me" program started by Jaime Bouton helps kids
believe in themselves and recognizes their special talents.
Q. How has the pageant experience influenced
you and your future career? ·
·
A. All the work I did with children really taught
me about the difference you can make when

you spend time with a child and let him/her
know you care and think they are special. This
will carry into my career as I prepare to become
a teacher.

SUMMER: Language barrier one of many obstacles
Continued from Page 11

Daren Schuettpelz/Observer

The students of the geography field st~dy trip to Honduras emerge from
a rainforest onto a beach. The group stayed several days in Tela.

Laura and I got separated from the main group
while going between towns.
We were riding in one pickup and the rest of
the group was in another. We made it to the
town first and the driver wanted money, of
which we had none.
Kelly eyed up the situation and decided my
watch was the least valuable we had and used it
to barter our ride. I think to this day he feels
guilty about it.
Copan is a tourist town where most of the
residents speak English and tourists crowd the
street.
Our group felt pretty self-righteous about
being out-doorsy and knowing what the "real"
Honduras was like compared to what the tourist
knew about Honduras.
The ruins were awe-inspiring the way they
lay hidden in a dense forest.
We were told by other tourists that the north
coastal town of Tela (where we were heading)

was a tourist nightmare where we would be
robbed, raped and abused by kids and adults
alike. That is a load of trash.
It is like most tourist towns, where you walk
in groups at night and don't flash your valuables around.
We lay on the beach, swam in the
Caribbean, hiked through- a rainforest and
snorkeled with tropical fish.
We stayed in a hotel on the beach and ate the
finest food. For a tourist tow·n, Tela was inexpensive.
For that matter, Honduras is very cheap.
Cigarettes will cost you 70 cents, beer is a dollar and if you find the right stalls, you can eat
for $2 a day.
There are many more experiences about this
trip I 'm not able to mention because of space
restrictions.
Our story of leaving the country was just as
exciting because only four of us flew out on our
scheduled flights. Needless to say this was an
amazing learning opportunity everyone should
get the chance to experience.

Washington State Employees
Credit Union also features:
• Easv to use "Cash+Check Card "
• Low, 10.90/o Fixed APR Visa
• Convenient, 24-Hour Account Access
nvou wol'll at cwu. then vou·re eliUlble to ioin WSECU.
And if vou're between the ages of 18 and 25, vou can
get a Foundation Account, a fantastic group of products
and services designed With vou in mind «including a
no annual fee Visa>!

1-800-562-0999 • www.wastatecu.org
Yakima Branch
2610-B W. Nob Hill BIVd.
sune 210

A DAILY
DOSE OF
YOUR
OBSERVER?
SURE.
Join us online,
Monday through
Friday, at
www.cwu.edu/
-observer.
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Central students help clean-up Yakima River
Story and Photos
by Kim Nowacki
Staff photographer
The Yakima River Clean-Up
on Saturday, Oct. 2, drew about
90 volunteers from various residence halls, Army and Air Force
ROTC and many members of
the community.
Stacey Poche, a Service
Learning Fellow and co-coordinator of the event said she was,
"glad to see the high turnout of
student and community volunteers."
Each group was given safety
instructions, a bag of plastic
gloves, bandages, and orange
tape to flag questionable items
to be picked up later.
The groups were then sent to
different areas along the Yakima
River. Campers on the river
were pleased to see the student
volunteers at their campsites.
"Thanks for working to keep
the river looking so nice," a
local fisherman said.
The groups had two hours to
collect garbage before returning
to campus. Then they tallied
their points for the scavenger
hunt in hopes of winning the
coveted Yakima River CleanUp trophy.
Jay Westerdal, a senior in
computer science said the
whole experience was, "more
fun than I had expected."
The clean-up was followed
by a barbecue on the SUB patio
with music by KCWU.

(Upper left) Among other students, Sarah Woodward does her part to
keep the Yakima River clean. (Lower left) Clean-up participants fuel-up
at breakfast Saturday morning. (Above) Shelly Shirver and Kristi
Mazula fill their bags with trash as they walk along the river bank.
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BILLY MAC'S JUICE BAR

SWEET MEMORIES

Saturday, October 9th
9am to 5pm
at THE MANE ATTRACTION
421 N. Pearl 925-3159
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to benefit a 1999 Ellensburg High grad who
suffered a stroke due to an arterio-venous malformation.
Minimum donations of $12 will be accepted.

• WOLff System running
• Air Conditioned & Spocious tanning rooms
• Gift Certificates & Unique Gifts
•New! Beads
• Acrylic & Gel Nails Sculpted by Koria
• Natural Nail manicures for Men & Women
• Private Parking lot 5 blocks from Campus

312 E. 4th Ave.

925-9888

Opens Everywhere October I
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New businesses open their doors to students
by Kristen Bivens

Asst. Scene editor
Shiny waxed floors and new electric signs are appearing all over town
as many businesses open their doors
for the first time.
Joe Cyrus, owner of Smo'kin
Joe's BarBQ and police officer on the
campus police force said his family,
friends and neighbors encouraged
him to open a restaurant because they
like his ribs and barbecue sauce so
much.
If Smo'kin Joe's is successful
Cyrus plans to expand, opening
restaurants throughout the area.

A new businese in downtown
Ellensburg is a little hot dog stand
that can now be found on the comer
of Main and third. Open until the
bars close at 2p.m. it pro_vides hot
food for bar-hoppers.
"At first it just seemed like a good
idea, but eventually it seemed like it
would benefit downtown and the students," Amy Claussen, former
Yakima middle school teacher and
owner of Hot Diggity Dog, said.
"The more we do it (keep the hot dog
stand open) the more it keeps people
from drinking and driving."
Another business new to
Ellensburg is a tattoo parlor located

at 312 E. Fourth.
"A lot of people here are openminded enough to let a business like
this come into the area," Darrell
Wynn, owner and artist of Creative
Skin Design, said. "The people have
been really good to me."
Other businesses that have
appeared in Ellensburg since last
spring include: Fiesta en Jalisco,
Sugar Babies, Hollywood Video, Q.
Nails and Supercuts.
Joni Jacobs, a senior in elementary education, said the changes are
for the better because having a variety of things to choose from is
always good.

CHILDREN AND VIOLENCE

LECTURE ON SEXUAL IDENTITIES

Jo Ann Farver, associate professor of psychology at the University of California will present a lecture, "Children Living with Violence" at 3 p.m. in the
Science Building, 147.

Todd Rawls presents "Homos, Gays and
Queers: Age-Cohort Differences in American Sexual
Identities and Cultural Change. The lecture starts at 7
p.m. in the SUB Theater.

Angela Barbre/Observer

The Fiesta en Jalisco restaurant on Canyon Road is one of
many new establishmen~s in town.
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LECTURE ON QUANTUM PHYSICS
William Harter from the University of Arkansas
will speak on "Rolling the Quantum Dice" at 4 p.m.
in Lind Hall, 215.
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LECTURE ON THE STUDY OF GAY AND
LESBIAN LIVES
Todd Rawls presents "Methodological
Considerations for the Study of Gay and Lesbian
Lives." The lecture starts at noon in Black Hall, 147.
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LECTURE ON COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
William Harter will present a talk, "Superball
Missiles and the Trebuchet" at 4 p.m. in Lind hall,
215.

CHEMISTRY SEMINAR SERIES
Jim Satterlee presents "Heme Proteins:
Structure and Function." The lecture starts at 4 p.m.
in the Science Building, 216.

AGAPE FEAST
Join the AGAPE Club for fellowship and feast.
Dinner served at 6 p.m. in the SUB Yakama room,
117.

CLASSIC FILM SERIES

OPEN MIC

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND SEXUAL
ASSUALT INFO

Live entertainment from 8-11 p.m. at Austin's
Eats on Main.

"Contempt" begins at 7 p.m. in McConnell
Auditorium. Single admission: $2.50.

DVSA Issue Table runs through the 14th of this
month. SUB Pit.

NETFAIR '99

CRISIS LINE VOLUNTEERS
For all those interested in volunteering for the
Crisis Hotline, today is the deadline for training registration. Call 925-2166 in interested.

Naked to the World, named Acoustic Band of
the Year, starts at 7 p.m. in Club Central.

CD RELEASE PARTY

- Linda Marra will be singing at 8 p.m. in Hertz
Recital Hall.

HEAVEN'S PLAYGROUND LIVE
IN-CONCERT
Heaven's Playground is featuring the release of
their self-titled debut album, with special speaker Tim
Owen. The concert starts at 6 p.m. at the CMA
church. Free to the public.
" +'

(FRI.) OCT. 15TH TRAINING INTRO 6-9PM
(SAT.) OCT. 16TH TRAINING 9AM-5PM
(SUN.) OCT. 17TH TRAINING 9AM-3PM
REGISTRATION/INTERVIEW REQUIRED BY OCT. 13
PLEASE CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

UNITED WAY PARTICIPATING AGENCY
SPONSORED BY CWU PSYCHOLOGY DEPT.

PAPA JOHN'S COFFEEHOUSE

The computer and Internet trade show will feature local vendors and a series of speakers. Located in
the Munson Retreat Center, the events will start at 11
a.m. and is free to the public.

Rug Burn CD release party. Doors open at 7:30
p.m. @ Austin Eats on Main Street: $2 and all ages
invited.

VOLUNTEER TRAINING

*MESSAGE PHONE 925-2166
HOTLINE
ELLENSBURG 925-4168 • CLE ELUM 674-2881

CUT-A-THON
Help local salons raise money for a 1999
Ellensburg High grad who suffered an internal cerebral hemorrage. The event takes place at The Mane
Attraction Salon, $12 minimum donation.

·--<!., ..

MUSIC FACULTY RECITAL SERIES

Do you have an event
you want to publicize?
Call Elizabeth Belts at
963-1073, fax 963-1027,
or e-mail me at
beltse@cwu.edu

• Truck Accessories
• Pick-up and Delivery
• Assistance with insurance claims
• Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30am-5:30pm

Your complete collision repair center.

641 W. Cascade Way • 925-5680
· Domestic-Foreign-Auto-Truck .
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Celltral filmmaker turns down Hollywood
by Eric Overman
Staff reporter
Three weeks ago Central student Charles
Spano received an offer from a Hollywood
director he just had to refuse.
After two years of independent study with
communication adjunct faculty member Devi
Snively, three screenplays and several short
films, Spano was not ready to part hastily with
his first polished script.
West Hollywood director Lance Bachelder
of Tsunami Entertainment offered Spano an
undisclosed amount of money for his featurelength screenplay "Identity;" a dark comedy
about a shy, goofy, small-town desert waitress
who turns herself into a more alluring, seductive character to attract a vacationing rock star.
"Identity" also contains a couple of subplots
that are prevalent throughout the screenplay.
"This script I wrote entirely to the REM.
album 'New Adventure in Hi-Fi,' which for me
captures, really, Americana and this sort of
decaying Hollywood glamour," Spano said.
Spano declined Bachelder's offer because
he felt the complexity of the script required
more resources than Tsunami's $250,000 budget could provide.
"If I had a script that could have been done
with a low budget, I might have let it go for little money," Spano said . "A screenwriter is paid
3 to 4 percent of the budget of the film."
Nevertheless, the call from the Hollywood
director came as a nice surprise, especially considering Spano never submitted his script to
Tsunami. In fact, he is not quite sure how
Tsunami came across the script.
However, he has distributed his screenplay
to other directors and producers.
"I'm not a very nervous person, but I was
very excited, and nervous, and freaked out and
very tense over the phone," Spano said.
Snively, confident in Spano's talent, sees no
problem with him turning down his first
Hollywood offer.
"So much is happening, he can do better,"
Snively said.
Already, Spano has completed his second
feature-length comedy called "Wendell."

"Wendell follows a lanky, goofy, very very
white Seattle bike messenger who is obsessed
with old school rap hip-hop," Spano said. "He
has quite an adventure with his best buddy."
Spano's third feature-length film is still in
the works.
Besides feature-length films, Spano has also
written and produced several short films, all of
which breathe a dark comedic quality.
"I am serious about comedy," Spano said.
"My tongue tends to be dark comedy."
Spano does not use his craft to send a message to his audience, but rather to present them
with questions.
Spano sums up his artistic intent by paraphrasing one of his favorite writers, Milan
Kundera.
"The stupidity of people is having an
answer for everything, the brilliance of artistic
expression is having a question for everything,"
Spano said.
Much of Spano's film interest lies in visual
anthropology. He earned a B.A. in anthropology from Rutgers University in New Jersey.
While he waits for other offers for
"Identity," Spano continues to work on other
projects while promoting the CWU Film
Society and his annual film festival.
Currently, Spano is looking for cast members and a production crew to participate in the
filming of one of his short f~ms "For External
Use Only," a story about a man and his obsession with his hat. Shooting begins the last week
of October.
The film will be shot on digital video and
then blown up to 16-mm film with hopes of
making the independent film circuit in cities
such as New York and Los Angeles.
He hopes to meet the entry deadline for the
Student Academy Awards this April.

Kim Nowacki/Observer

Charles Spano perfects his screenplay writing skills at Central with communications adjunct faculty member Devi Snively.
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Film series evolves from colorful past
By Claire Hein
Scene Editor
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Cleaning the garbage left behind
by 100 students in McConnell
Auditorium late at night sounds
more like the job from hell than an
enjoyable experience.
But, to the organizers of the
Classic Film Series, cleaning up
after the Tuesday night movie is a
small price to pay for the opportunity to share their love of films with
the campus and community.
"I like films very much. I like to
go to films and I like to see them,"
David Burt, retired Central English
professor and one of the Classic
Film Series coordinators, said. "I
think other people like films too and
this gives them the opportunity to
see them."
Burt began teaching at Central in
1959. In 1962, he and fellow
English professor, Tony Canedo,
started a week-long symposium featuring films, plays and lectures. The
symposium was so big, classes were

dismissed during that week so students could participate in the activities.
The Classic Film Series we
know today started in 1977 and
evolved out of the symposium.
At the beginning, the films were
run on a 16mm projector in Hertz
Hall.
"We started on Sunday nights in
Hertz Hall so we wouldn't interfere
with classes," Canedo said. "It was
hard to do it anywhere. Nobody
wanted us."

Angela Barbre/Observer

The Classic Film Series opener, "Gone With the Wind,"
drew a large audience of eager movie goers.
Now the films are run on
Tuesday nights with a 35mm projector in McConnell Auditorium.
Canedo is no longer involved in
the film series, but Director of
Campus Life, John Drinkwater, and
Spanish department chair Carlos
Martin assist Burt in organizing the
event.

Drinkwater believes the Classic
Film Series offers a unique opportunity for students to expand their cultural horizons.
"They get the opportunity to see
film the way it was n:ieant to be
seen," Drinkwater said. "It's an
opportunity to stretch your experience with films."

~ SafeRide/Escort I
CWU SafeRide/Escort Service
is now operating!
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Our new hours are:
8:00pm - 12:30am Sun.-Wed.
8:00pm - 3:00am Thurs.-Sat.

Call 899-0394
for an escort or ride home.
You can also find the Escort Service desk
located in the Library lobby.
SafeRide/Escort service is now available
only to CWU students and one guest.
CWU students must show their valid
CWU ID card to ride!
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rooms have Jacuzzis,
'])own comforters, Large TV)s) o/C~
j(f,jrigerators, 100)' fJL{[ Caton 'Bath Sheets.
:J{pn-smoking. 9{p pets.
1?Jites from $89, Sun. -'Thurs.
from $99 ~ri. -Sat.
1720 Canyon Rd. Ellensburg, Washington 98926
(509)962-8030 or (509)533-0822 Fax (509)962-8031
Visit our Website: http:/ /www.ellensburg.com/-goosecrk/
E-mail: goosecrk@ellensburg.com
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Conference to
address sexuality
by Noelle Timoshuk

Staff reporter
Issues concerning gender and
sexuality will be covered in a lecture
series beginning this week.
"Understanding Diversity in Gender
and Sexuality" is a three-part forum
that will address sexuality in
American and other cultures through
social science thinking and research.
"There are so many myths and
misconceptions about gays and lesbians. It's important to educate folks
about it and what their experiences
are and to dispel some of the myths
that are out there," Psychology professor and project director Sally
Kennedy said.
A CWU Campus Climate Tas~
Force Report in January 1996 stated
gay and lesbian students and faculty
have described Central as having " a
climate dominated by fear... "
"Gay and lesbian faculty have
expressed their fears that they would
lose the respect and support of their
colleagues if they were more open
about their sexuality," Kennedy said.
The forum will feature three
experts in the fields of gender and
sexuality, including poet and psychotherapist Franklin Abbott, who
has given readings and workshops
throughout the U.S., Europe and
Asia.
·
"I feel a series like this is important for highlighting diversity within
our culture. Gender issues affect us
all and this lecture series will probably have something to offer everyone," graduate student Renee Adams
said.
The scientific research these
speakers have conducted will bring
to attention how gender roles vary
from culture to culture, how masculinity and femininity are constructed in a culture, gender identity in the
areas of family and peer relationships, as well as many other discussions.
Sociology professor and project
co-director Laura Appleton said,
"This should have actual, real change
and implications for Central to
improve the climate and to offer
opportunities to see what the
research is like."
Appleton said it is taken for
granted that heterosexuality is
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embedded in American 'Society as a
matter of course. She feels gays and
lesbians on campus are often put on
the defensive when they encounter
misconceptions about gender and
sexuality.
She pointed out that all too often
Central faculty members are
assumed to have the same interests
and lifestyles as their friends and colleagues. Gays and lesbians are
repeatedly encountered with incorrect assumptions when colleagues
play matchmaker, wonder why they
didn't bring a date to last week's
social function and make inquires
about being childless.
The forum's organizers feel that
this issue typically raises an ethical
or religious debate, and perhaps
more important than this is the introduction of scientific and cross-cultural awareness.
"College is the first time students
have access to substantive information on sexuality," Appleton said.
She said that whether or not students have a direct personal interest
in sexual orientation, everyone is still
affected by this issue in one way or
another.
"Just because this is a small, conservative community, doesn't mean
this d~esn't matter-it does,"
Appleton said.
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Dinner theatre adds spice
to 1999-2000 season
by Cara Lanctot

Staff reporter
Central's theatre arts department hopes to attract theater goers
this fall with a nice meal, charming
atmosphere and an entertaining
show. This year's dinner theatre
will feature Sir Noel Coward's
musical revue, "Oh, Coward!," a
performance of light entertainment
and British humor.
Unlike a musical which is mostly dialogue with a little singing, a
musical revue is a performance
with more singing than dialogue.
"It [the dinner theatre] is a
much ~ore intimate setting.
People are relaxed and ready to be
entertained," Annie DiMartino, a
senior in theatre arts, said.
DiMartino is one of four
Central Students who will be
singing and acting in "Oh,
Coward!"
The dinner theatre has given
DiMartino the opportunity to work
with and get to know other performers better.
"The people I get to work with
are amazing and very musically
inclined," DiMartino said. "It's a
small ensemble. You get a chance
to work in a focused environment."
Vince Gordon, Terri Brown, and
Ryan Scott, all seniors, make up the
remainder of the cast.
Assistant professor Michael J.
Smith and musieal director David
Brown will be directing "Oh,
Coward!"

Bree Jones/Observer

The cast of "Oh, Coward!" prepares to entertain
audiences throughout October.
Smith said one of the interesting
aspects of directing the revue is,
"beco'ming more familiar with
Noel Coward, his music, his sense
of humor, and the era from which it
is drawn."
Coward was a master of English
theatre during the first half of the
20th century. "Private Lives,"
"Hay Fever," and "Blithe Spirit"
are among Coward's many works.
Central's Dining Services will
be catering the performances.
Dinner meals include baron of
beef, Caesar chicken, cheese
tortellini, salad, herbed red potatoes, risotto, green beans, assorted
dinner rolls, dessert, coffee, tea and
milk. Brunch meals include orange
juice and sparkling cider, fresh
fruit, mini bagels, pastries, muffins,
salad, carved ham, Hungarian potatoes, coffee, tea, and milk.
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Blue Otter Pops
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4th&Main

925-2377

Visit our local branch to sign up for the Student Combo and receive a free T-shirt:
104 E4th Ave.
Free T-shirt offer ends 11/1/99. Students must open a checking account and/or credit card to receive the T-shirt - limit one per customer while supplies last.
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LOOKING FOR MORE INFORMATION?
•Call our info line for updates: 963-1684
• Check out the on-line calendar at
www.cwu.edu/... schedule/calendar.html
• Check out the readerboard/ca/endar
by the west entrance of the SUB
• Look for flyers and posters on bulletin
boards around campus and in res. halls

OCTOBER
PROGRAMS
BROUGHT TO YOU BY CAMPUS LIFE.

Classic film Series
Tuesdays@ 7 p.m. in McConnell

October 12

CONTEMPT
103 minutes

~

PAPA JoHN-'s

ODlllllD161'
FREE ENTERTAINMENT
in the SUB on Wedn.esdays

October, 19

central
station

HOMECOMING WEEK ACTIVITIES {October 11-17)
MONDAY
The Marx Bro~. iri Horsefeathers, 1Oa.m.-2 p.m. in the SUB Pit
TUESDAY
Classic Film: Contempt, 7 p.m. in McConnelLAuditorium, $2.50 or 5 for $8
Mr. and Ms. Central, 7 p.m. in Club Central, free

115 minutes

WEDNESDAY
Papa John's Coffeehouse:
N~ked to the World
7 p.m. in Club Central
Cl
free

~;-

++

October 26

WOMAN in
the DUNES

~J\SSINCTO.ftr fl.

.

:l\P1~'t

~~~
~

123 minutes ·

November 2

cookie's
fortune
115 minutes

November 9

CY CLO
120 minutes

November 16

the thief
97 minutes

Cl

.

.

November 23

BLACK CAT,
WHITE CAT
135 minutes

Back by popular demand, this Los Angeles based
acoustic "folk-rock" group has visited Ellensburg
three times in three years, most recently last June
when they played at a "Student Appreciation Day"
barbecue at Brooklane Village.

THURSDAY
Midnight Madness
10:15 p.m. in
Nicholson Pavilion, free

Naked to the World - The National Academy of
Songwriters has named them Acoustic Band of the
Year; the Los Angeles Times has said that they
combine "ambitious lyrics of poetic quality with a
warm and impassioned delivery... emotional depth
and beauty... finely crafted songs"; the University
of Idaho Argonaut has said "It's hard to get an
acoustic band to rock. They've found the formula
and it works!"

FRIDAY
Outdoor Movie: The Waterboy, 7 p.m., Tomlinson Stadium, $2
SATURDAY
Homecoming Football Game: CWU vs. WWU, 1 p.m., Tomlinson Stadium
CWU students get in free, $4 student/senior, $6 general
Parents Weekend Comedy Special
One of the Northwest's favorite comics
Dave Anderson at 7:30 p.m. in Club Central
$3 CWU students, $5 general

Naked to the World is a band like no other, led by
acclaimed singer/songwriter Kevin Fisher and-multiinstrumentalist David James. Together, they've led
this band for five years; forging a tradition blending
intense, insightful, emotional and intelligent lyrics
with striking melodies and eclectic musical
influences. Guitar, mandolin, violin, bass, drums and
well-executed vocal harmonies come together in an
experience not to be missed.

SUNDAY
3rd Annual CWU "Celebrity" Golf Tournament ·
12 noon at the Ellensburg Golf & Country Club
$12 covers fees, prizes and refreshments!

""'T:~~~i®@@•

MORE INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION MATERIALS FOR PARENTS WEEKEND AVAILABLE
AT THE SUB INFORMATION BOOTH.

·FERRARA
Irene Farrera grew up singing fast and
loud and playing the cuatro. Born in
Caracas, Venezuala, Farrera's music is
rooted in the driving joropo and gaita
rhythms of her homeland. Farrera uses her
deep, strong voice and powerful groove to
deliver an important message of justice,
peace and hope.

November 30

pizzicata·
93 minutes

December 5*

FIREWORKS
103 minutes
*Please note
Sunday showing
for last film

$2.50 single admission, $8 bargain
pack (good for 5 admissions), available
at the SUB Info Booth & at the d:>or.

Mark your calendars now for

the 24th Annual WARE FAIR

"More than a few good men:
a Lecture on American Manhood
and Violence Against Women"

Farrera sings and performs with a passion that both
captivates and energizes the audience.

Sponsored by the Center for Student
Empowerment, the Current Issues series
and the Wildcat Wellness Center.

Oct. 27@ 8 p.m. in the SUB Pit

ATTENTION CLUBS, ORGANIZATIONS & RESIDENCE HALLS

.~

December_1, 2, 3 & 4
~1
in the SUB
Wednesday

~---

10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Thursday
10 a.m.-7 p.m.

Friday
10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Saturday

Free lecture
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 21
6:30 p.m .. in the SUB Ballroom
presented by
JACKSON KATZ,
director of the
United States
Marine Corps
gender violence
prevention program.

Farrera's voice has been compared to fine
chocolate; full of spice and flavor,· inspiring
passionate declarations. Composing in Spanish
and English, she addresses contemporary social
issues with optimism and compassion. Farrera is
also a world-class guitarist with an original,
percussive style. Incorporating intricate drum
patterns into her strumming, she transforms the
guitar into a surprisingly unique instrument.

HOLIDAY ARTS, C~& FOOD FESTIVAL

10 a.m.-2 p.m.

\

MIDDLE EASTERN• EMO• BLUES

BOO Central
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Wildcat Sports Calendar
Football: Saturday at Humboldt State - Redwood Bowl,
Arcata, Calif. 1 p.m.
Volleyball: Friday vs. Alaska-Anchorage - Nicholson Pavilion 7
p.m. Saturday vs. Alaska-Fairbanks - Nicholson Pavilion 7 p.m.
Soccer: Today vs. Hawaii Pacific, 3 p.m. Saturday vs. Northwest
Nazarene, 2 p.m. Tuesday vs. Carroll, 4 p.m.
Cross Country: Saturday at Willamette Invitational - Salem,
Ore.

Champagne brings new ideas
by Tim Booth
Sports Editor
The status quo would be the easy
way out for Keith Champagne this
year.
As interim athletic director,
keeping things the same and just
going with the flow for one year
until someone permanent takes over
is what should be done, right?
Not in this interim athletic director's eyes.
Champagne was named interim
athletic director in August and took
over the position on Sept. 1
The 40-year-old graduate of
Loyola University in New Orleans,
is also holding down his position as
assistant vice president for student
affairs. He doesn't plan on being a
lame-duck interim person. He plans
on moving Wildcat athletics forward
into the 21st century.

Heather Trimm/Observer

Keith Champagne took over as interim athletic director for Gary
Frederick on Sept. 1. A national search is currently underway to find a
permanent athletic director.

Tim Booth: What have you
found to be the hardest part so far
since you're doing double duty as
athletic director and holding down
your old position?
Keith Champagne: I don't think
it's hard. I'm having a wonderful
time and I think this is the best situation you could be in, besides being
a full-tenured professor or the president of the university. I like this job,
it's challenging and the people are
great to work with. We have a great
tradition of athletic and academic
excellence in Wildcat athletics and

See ATHLETICS, Page 24

Wildcats even record on the season
Dan
Murphy
drags a St.
Mary's
defender
with him
during last
Saturday's
27-7 victory. Murphy,
the school's
career
touchdown
leader,
scored two
touchdowns
against the
Gaels.

Central knocks off
1-M St. Mary's
27-7
by Tim Bottorff
Staff reporter
When St. Mary's, an NCAA
Division I-AA school, came to
Ellensburg last Saturday it was the .
third I-AA school Central has played
this season.
Central is in its first season as an
NCAA Division II school, one step
below St. Mary's. .
But St. Mary's is not considered
to be a true Division I-AA team. All
athletic teams in a school must be in
the same division. Its football team
is only in · Division I-AA because

See FOOTBALL,Page 21

Angela Barbre/Observer

Four years ago Jon Kitna was more worried
about the pass rush of the Western Washington Vikings
than that of the Denver Broncos. Oh, how times have
changed.
When I sat down with the Central grad at Seahawks
training camp in Cheney during a hot late August day,
he was full of optimism for the upcoming season.
TB: How is the West Coast offense?
JK: Anytime you learn something new and you
learn something unfamiliar to you it can be difficult.
But the way they present things and the way
they've done things so far has been going well. It's
not hard, it's just the normal learning curve you go
through every time you learn something new.
TB: Your most memorable experience from
Central?
JK: Winning the champjonship (in 1995). We
played 14 games that year and 11 of them were on
the road. You're talking about traveling with one
bus and one van with 60
guys. We were a close knit
group and some of those
guys today are people I'd
consider my best friends.
TB: Were you upset
coach Jeff Zenisek decided
to kick a field goal instead of
going for it on fourth down
in the title game?
JK: He had to kick it.
there was only 13 seconds
left. I'm still mad at myself,
there was an opportunity for
me to call a time out with 37 seconds left and I
decided to try and line up and run a play and ran
15 seconds off the clock, that play sticks out more
in my mind.
TB: What type of attitude has Mike Holmgren
brought to the team this year?
JK: just a no nonsense attitude. An attitude that
says we're going to go out and win every game
and expect to Win every game and anything less
than that attitude is unacceptable.
TB: You've got a lot of pressure on you this year.
You've already been named breakout player of the
year by a couple of publications. Do you feel like
you have any pressure on you?
JK: I think pressure comes when you're doing
something and you're unprepared, and I don't plan
on being unprepared.
TB: How hard is it to gain respect in this league?
JK: You're going to have to produce, nobody
just hands you anything. Until you do something in
this league your not going to get any. And 11 like
respect that's earned, not given. We didn't have
any respect at Central either.
TB: What did you gain at Central that you've
taken with you?
JK: My first three years there, Greg Olson (now
quarterback coach at Purdue) taught me everything
that I know now. He drilled into me good mechanics, being a good competitor and things. My last
two years coach Beau Baldwin allowed me to be a
man and take responsibility on my own shoulders.
Beau allowed me to be a man and grow up and
know what's it's like to lead a team.
TB: Who'd you rather throw to, Mike Pritchard
and Sean Dawkins or former Wildcats, Kenny
Russaw and E.J. Henderson?
JK: My boys Kenny and E.J. I can't sell them out,
they're my roots. Those guys were certainly remarkable.
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Experience improves outlook for spikers
by Paul Arrington
Staff reporter

After suffering through a sub-par
season last year, the Wildcat volleyball team is off to a tremendous start
this season. Coach Mario Andaya
has led the women to a 12-8 start as
they begin their stretch run of league
play.
Although their record is not
excellent so far, they have already
more than doubled their win total
from last year. Being very competitive on the road and playing excellent
volleyball at home has contributed
greatly to their solid start.
"Depth and more experience has
added to our good start," injured captain Teanah Trolio said
Central begins its second season
of NCAA Division II play in the
Pac West Conference. By making the
jump to Division II, the Wildcats are
facing tougher opponents.
They began their season playing
in the Grand Canyon Invitational in
Phoenix, Arizona. The Wildcats got
their first win against the University
of North Dakota and fell to the
University of Northern Colorado and
Western New Mexico. By facing
tougher opponents, the Wildcats gain
experience to bring into league play.
The captains have attributed their
good start to a couple of reasons.
"Our team chemistry has gotten a
lot better and our personalities are
beginning to gel," sophomore captain Katie Orgill said.
Andaya also pointed out that a
strong freshman class and a strong
junior college transfer class also
helped. Since last year's squad was
fairly young, the junior college transfers have helped to fill in weak spots.
"All the transfers have brought a
lot of experience to the team,"
Andaya said.
The Wildcats boast a 4-0 record at
home. This home record includes a
key win over Simon Fraser.

Heather Trimm/Observer

Freshman outside hitter Carolyn Mires (No. 12) goes up for one of her five kills against Whitworth on Sept. 28. The
Wildcats will face two Alaska schools this weekend at Nicholson Pavilion.
The home win over Simon Fraser
was 'important because it was the
Wildcats' first conference game at
home. The win helped set the tone
for future home matches.
Central is also reaching a second
goal by playing excellent at home
and are making steps toward making
the playoffs.
"We are in charge of our own destiny, we just have to win all of our
conference matches," Andaya said.
Good fan sµpport has also helped
Central, but the crowd has been

"kinda quiet" junior captain Kari St.
Martin said.
The team encourages a strong
turnout to all of its games and would
like its fans to show more emotion
and get a little rowdy. Fans will have
the opportunity on Friday and
Saturday when the Wildcats host
home bouts. Both games start at 7
p.m. in Nicholson Pavilion.
Weekend Recap
The Wildcats capped last weekend with a huge victory over rival
Western Washington in Bellingham

on Saturday.
"It was awesome to beat them in
their place and beat them in front of
their home crowd," sophomore Ellie
Fortin said.
Westem's crowd was very intimidating, but the team overcame the
crowd. The Wildcats rallied in the
first and third sets to set up an exciting fourth set.
"Victory was within reach and we
really wanted and needed the win,"
said junior Tanya Treischel.
The Wildcats also had to with-
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stand the loss of Katie Orgill and
Cerena Laurance. Both of them sat
out the match with injuries. Central
also lost Stacey Schmitz to injury in
the game. Aside from the injuries,
the Wildcats took the fourth set, to
win the match.
"A lot of people came in and
stepped up, some playing positions
that they don't usually play," freshman Carolyn Mires said.
On Friday, the Wildcats fell to
Seattle Pacific University in a
PacWest conference match.
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FOOTBALL: Wildcats face Humboldt Saturday
option offense against the Wildcats.
Their offense fumbled five times and
was held to just 30 yards rushing on
some of its athletic teams are com- 26 attempts.
petitive enough to be in that division.
In hindsight, Gaels head coach
Overall, the difference between Mike Rasmussen regretted his offenthe two divisions is money. As an sive decision-making.
example, St. Mary's football pro"We probably put the ball on the
gram has 13 scholarships while ground too much, he said.
In contrast, Zamberlin wanted to
Central has less than six.
Last year, Central was a NAIA force the Gaels to use their passing
member. Ending with a 7-4 record, game. The Gaels did go to the air
they advanced to the quarterfinal effectively initially.
St. Mary's drew first blood early
round of the playoffs before losing to
in the first quarter with the halfback
Azusa Pacific.
Last Saturday's victory was· pass. Quarterback Gus Papanikolas
Central's first ever over a I-AA team. optioned left to fullback Peter Sousa,
To start the season Central took who then threw a 30-yard spiral to
on Eastern Washington, losing 44- wide receiver Bruce Rhode in the
14. Next came a loss to Northern end zone. The touchdown and extra
Iowa, 44-7. At the time Northern point put them up 7-0. That is all the
Iowa was ranked sixth in the country Wildcats' defense would allow.
at the I-AA level.
Late in the second quarter,
Zamberlin
Central
was
believes
the
finally able to
toughened
move the chains
schedule has
on offense. With
instilled confi1:44 left in the
We probably
dence in his
half,
Central
players.
put the ball on
started a drive
"We came
from the St.
the ground
Mary's 46- yard
off two really
tough
I-AA
line.
too much. ' '
games," he said.
Quarterback
- St. Mary's head coach
"We tried to get
P
e
t
e
Mike Rasmussen
better through
Kalasountas
those games,
threw
three
which I think
straight passes to wide receiver Ty
we accomplished. We need to contin- Nunez, the final one a 17 yard touchue our improvement."
- down throw. The extra point by
The Gaels head coach Mike Shawn Morris tied the score at 7-7.
Rasmussen shared his thoughts on
After the game, Kalasountas
the difference between Division II reflected on the drive.
and I-AA after the loss to Central.
"We just took what they gave us,"
"For us, with private costs and he said, "and Ty was the one getting
our admission standards, it does the ball.
equal out, " he said. "We have high
With that drive, Central stole the
admission standards and high momentum going into halftime. The
expense. The level of difference is momentum carried into the second
not that big."
half when cornerback Pete Hartzell
Two weeks ago, the Wildcats intercepted his second pass of the
played Carroll College, a NAIA day just three plays into the third
team, and held them to eight yards quarter.
rushing. This feat established a new
Central converted the turnover
Northwest small-college record.
into a touchdown with a 5-yard pass
to running back Dan Murphy, putting
Weekend Recap
the Wildcats up by two touchdowns.
Central was prepared for its first
Murphy scored his second totJchhome game of the season against St. down on a one-yard run later in the
Mary's College on Saturday.
third quarter to go up 21-7. In the
It was the Wildcats' first home fourth quarter sophomore Nat
contest since Halloween last year. Conley capped off the scoring with a
Central did not disappoint the home 25-yard touchdown run with only
fans, winning 27-7 and improving four minutes remaining.
their record to 2-2.
Central travels to Humboldt State
The Gaels could not run their this week for its conference opener.

Continued from Page 19
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Angela Barbre/Observer

Central Quarterback Pete Kalasountas gets the pass off ahead of the rush from St.
Mary's Brian Gardner. Kalasountas threw for 201 yards and two touchdowns in
Saturday's 27-7 win over St. Mary's.

11

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••
Tennis Everyone!!!•
•
••
• The USTA has awarded us a grant to help establish a
•
• community tennis association for the Kittitas Valley.
This is an exciting and wonderful opportunity for you
•• and the community to have input in the promotion of
•

•

TENNIS as a lifetime sport.

: 18E10101
This association is to be community based and run, so we:
need YOUR thoughts and ideas to make it successful!!!
Monday, October 25

7:30 pm
6061 Vantage Hwy
925-8636
Contact Jodi Hoctor or Dennis Roberts for more information.

For complete BASW Program information call
Betsy Knox, Admissions Secretary, at

•.ELLENSBURG RACQUET & RECREATION CENTER.•

(509) 359-6485 •

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Wildcat Scoreboard
FOOTBALL

VOLLEYBALL
Conference Overall

BYU-Hawaii ..........
Chaminade ...........
Western New Mexico ..
Alaska Fairbanks ....
Alaska Anchorage ....
Hawaii Pacific ......
Hawaii Hilo .........
Montana St-Billings

Rhode 30 pass from Sousa (Scheppler kick)
Nunez 17 pass from Kalasountas (Morris kick)
Murphy 5 pass from Kalasountas (Morris kick)
Murphy 1 run (Morris kick)
Conley 25 run (kick failed)

RUSHING: Saint Mary's - Sousa 20-41, Brown 1-0, Papanikolas 5minus 11. Central Washington-Murphy 16-73, Conley 13-37,
Kalasountas 10-35, Braithwaite 2-4.
PASSING: Saint Mary's - Papanikolas 8-18-2, 103; Dunlap 5-13-1,
34; Sousa 1-1-0, 30. Central Washington - Kalasountas 20-30-1,
201.
RECEIVING : Saint Mary's - Keller 5-64, Kleiman 4-32, Rhode 3-47,
Billeci 1-26, Sousa 1-minus 2; Central Washington- Nunez 10-96,
Murphy 3-26, Matter 2-36, Leazer 2-17, Wakefield 2-10, Seal 1-16.

3-1
3-1
3-2
2-2
1-4

3-1
3-3
2-2
2-3
1-3
0-0
0-6
0-0

12-1
13-2
12-8

5-5
8-6
3-10
11-6
6-11
2-8

This week's games
Oct. 8, Central Washington vs. Alaska-Anchorage
Oct. 9, Central Washington vs. Alaska-Fairbanks

SOCCER

This week's games
Central Washington @ Humboldt State
Western Washington@ Simon Fraser
Western Oregon has a bye

Pacific West Conference Standings
Conference
Simon Fraser...... ..
2- 0- 0
Humboldt State .... ..
3- 0- 0
Western Washington ......
3- 2- 0
Western Oregon ..
2- 4- 0
Hawaii Pacific ..
1- 2- 0
1- 3- 0
Central Washington
Seattle University..
0- 0- 0
Northwest Nazarene ..
0- 0- 0
Montana State-Billings ......
0- 1- 0

CROSS COUNTRY
Oct. 2, CWU Invitational Results at Irene Rinehart
Park, Ellensburg
Men's Team Scores
Central Washington 40, Seattle Pacific 41, Western
Washington 43
Top Central Finisher: 2. Tom Gaschk, 21 :19

Ellensburg's Leading Fitness Center

202 North Pine

-

• Aerobics Classes
• Saunas & Lockers
• Student Discounts
•Child Care
• Climbers & Sta.tlonary Bikes

~~m~~:~~::veights -

EQ1

FIRST VISIT FREE

8- 4- 0

3- 7- 0
1- 5- 1
4- 8- 0
8- 3- 1
4- 4- 0

3- 5- 0

:

11
:
--a

HANS' GYM OFFERS:

962-9277

7- 1- 0
7- 2- 1

This week's games
Oct. 7, Central Washington vs. Hawaii Pacific
Oct. 9, Central Washington vs. Northwest Nazarene
Oct 12, Central Washington vs. Carroll

This week's meet: Oct. 9 at Willamette Invitational

HAN s' GYM

Overall

Last week's results:
Central Washington 5, Evergreen 0
Central Washington 2, Western Oregon 0

Women's Team Scores
Seattle Pacific 26, Central Washington 34, Western
Washington 74
Top Central Finisher: 2. Amy Forrey, 19:44

• Workout Apparel

7-0

This week's results
Oct. 5, Central Washington swept St. Martin's 15-12,
15-2, 15-8

Last week's results
Central Washington 27, St. Mary's 7
Western Washington 42, Western New Mexico 21
UC Davis 43, Humboldt State 16
Simon Fraser 41, British Columbia 14
Azusa Pacific 24, Western Oregon 20

+

12-1
5-4
12-5
6-4
9-6
11-2
2-4
4-13

Conference Overall

Western Oregon ......
Seattle Pacific .....
Central Washington ..
Western Washington ..
Humboldt State ......
Saint Martin's ......
Northwest Nazarene ..
Simon Fraser........
Seattle University..

Conference Overall

0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

2-0
1-0
3-1
3-1
2-2
0-2
0-1
0-4

West Division

CFA Standings
Western Washington
Simon Fraser
Humboldt State
Central Washington
Western Oregon

by Roslyn Biggs
Asst. Sports editor

Pacific Division

Central Washington 27, Saint Mary's 7
Saint Mary's
7 0 0 0 -- 7
Central Washington
0 7 14 6 -- 27
SMC CWU CWU CWU CWU -

PacWest accepts
new members

JOIN HANS' GYM

I

SPONSOR
ANEW MEMBER
&
BOTH YOU
AND
YOUR FRIEND

Families inevitably grow over
time and the athletic family which
forms the Pacific West Conference is
no exception.
Northwest Nazarene University
and Seattle University are two new
members who have been added to
the PacWest roster this year.
"We're really pleased to be in the
PacWest and to be associated with
the other schools represented in the
conference," Scott Armstrong, athletic director at Northwest Nazarene,
said.
Northwest Nazarene University
is located just outside the Boise metropolitan area in Nampa, Idaho and
has over 1,200 students.
While already an official
PacWest member, the college will
not receive scheduling privileges
until next year. Northwest Nazarene
is an NAIA member, but has applied
for membership in the NCAA
Division IL
Armstrong expects some of his
teams to be competitive in the conference right away, while he predicts
others may experience a rougher
transition.
Among those for whom he has
high hopes is the women's volleyball team. The team started its season
with a top-10 ranking in the NAIA,
but has since dropped from the ratings.
"We bring a good history of quality athletics to the conference, as
well as quality competitiveness and
opportunities for travel this way,''
Armstrong said.
Just west of the mountains and a
bit closer to home, Seattle University
boasts approximately 5,500 students.
Seattle University, now a NCAA
Division III member, has also
applied for membership in the
Division IL
"I'm really excited about the
transition. I think PacWest is the
conference Seattle University
belongs in,'' Nancy Gerou, athletic
director at Seattle University, said.
"It'll make for an exciting league."
Gerou foresees her teams struggling with the transition initially, but

' ' We're really
pleased to be
in the
PacWest and
to be associated with the
other schools
represented in
the conference.

''

-Scott Annstrong

becoming more dominant in future
competition.
Both the men's and women's soccer teams at Seattle University have
been very competitive in the past and
Gerou looks forward to the new challenge the PacWest will provide.
In addition, women's volleyball
has just been added to Seattle
University's program and Gerou is
anxious to follow the team's development.
The expansion of the conference
will also bring some added benefits
to Central's athletic program.
"I feel pretty good about the
PacWest," Central athletic director
Keith Champagne, said. "The entire
conference coming together as a
cohesive unit of teams and athletic
programs might help us save some
money for travel outside the region."

SAVE $5
Sponsoring member and new member must purchase
3 month or quaner special memberships.
Expires 10/31199

L--------Wildcat Workout

Center

FREE HEAL TH FAIR
at

Daybreak Natural Foods
Saturday, October 9th, 9-5:30
Free Seminars 12-4pm
Aromatherapy - Eclectic Herbs
Therapeutic Touch -Bach Flower Essences
And More
307 N. Pine St.
962-8250
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Swimmers
follow
fresh lead
By Tony Mayer
Staff Reporter
Candi Carlson, a Central alumna and an experienced youth swimming coach in the Ellensburg
area, was named Central's head swimming coach
Sept. 13.
Characterized as a motivator by members of
her new team, Carlson will try to restore the
Wildcats' tradition of excellence in the pool. She
replaced Chad Youngquist, who departed Aug. 6 to
coach in the scholastic ranks at Shelton High
School.
"I've always loved swimming, that's where my
passion is," Carlson said.
Success in the pool began early in Carlson's
life. By the time she turned 11 years old, she was
one of the top ten swimmers in the country for her
age group. Carlson moved to Ellensburg a year
later and eventually competed as a Wildcat.
Although her priorities changed, she learned a
great deal under the tutelage of longtime Central
coach, Robert Gregson.
"By the time I got here, I swam more for the
team," Carlson said.
After graduating from Central in 1991, Carlson
coached Ellensburg's club team in the USA
Swimming Program (an affiliate of the US
Olympic Committee). There are differences
between coaching younger age-group swimmers
and those here at the collegiate level.
"In age-group the focus is much more on the
individual and mastering techniques," Carlson
said. "Up here, we're much more team-oriented. A
strong team needs to be able to support each other
in practices, meets, and school."
Carlson has cast an indelible mark on her new
program as the Wildcat men's and women's teams
began preparations for their first dual meet of the
1999-2000 season, taking place Nov. 5 at home
against Whitworth.
Although two-a-day practices began this week,
her swimmers have already noticed several differences in coaching styles.
"The workouts are intense but fair," junior

Heather Trimm/Observer

New Wildcat swim coach Candi Carlson talks with one of her new swimmers
at a recent workout. Carlson is a 1991 Central graduate.
Jessica Lombard said. "You know you've had a
good, productive workout when you're done."
Junior Jay Box added, "She wants you to work
really hard, but you know it's gonna pay off."
Carlson's coaching success over the last eight
years is based around the principle that technique
and conditioning go hand in hand.
"Swimming is all about conditioning, (and)
good conditioning allows you to have the legs left
to finish a race strong," Carlson said.
Her workout regimen for Central's swimmers is
tailored to the individual with the team in mind.
"Everyone doesn't do the same types of work-

, , vrnt:nr>,WE LCOM E BACK
·''#.~:';"''':~
STUDENTS!!
Stunt ti/ ~Uu/4 ~evilu S~
SHARRON LAMBERT
uesday - Friday
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Sat. 9:00 am - 12 Noon

314 North Pearl
962-8977

WELCOME CWLJ STUDENTS!

Q'P

We have:
$10 and $20 phone cards
A wide variety of sports drinks
~Deli/Snack shop and food
and household supplies

AUTO WASH ll

outs: some of them may lift weights, some might
not; someone will be doing a sprint/long recovery
type of workout next to someone who needs more
aerobic/conditioning work," Carlson said.
The Wildcats will have many new faces this
year. The women's swim team has more depth and
experience than their male counterparts, as 19 of
the 35 Wildcats in training as of last week were
female.
Optimism prevailed as Carlson began her
tenure last week.
"She's motivated and she wants us to be motivated," Lombard said.

Anc orM
Apartments

• 1 & 2 Bedroom
• Manager on site
• Swimming Pool
• Air Conditioning
• Freshly Decorated

925-3031

Come in & sign up
for our drawing
to be held Nov. 15.
Prizes include:
T shirts, Coffee mugs, $20 gas.
one entry per person per purchase

One stop fuel and shopping
Conveniently located at 10th & Alder

1901 N. Walnut • Ellensburg

m
ATHLETICS: Scholarship money needed
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I'm excited. One thing I want to do is
to try and leave the position in a better position than you entered it, so I
am not just sitting here to hold this
office until the new AD is hired. I'm
here to try and build a premiere
NCAA Division II athletic program

Division III, so that meant Central
had no one in it's geographical base
to compete against, so we had to go
Division II.
If we had been anticipating and
planning for the future we would
have been in a much better position
and much better prepared for the
move.

istrator and allow us to go back to the
students. I won't ever support that
again. They did what they had to do,
now it's time for the BOT and next
president to decide what type of athletic program they want.
The students stepped up and hit a
home run, now it's time for the
administration to hit a home run.

TB: How is the progress going
for raising money for scholarships?
KC: It's going very slowly, but
we're doing it very methodically and
very meticulously, so that we lay the
right foundation for the future and do
it right.
And I've had a lot of people say,
'Keith you guys have this big fee.'
That worked well as an NAIA
school, but we didn't have to travel
all over the place and spend money
on national championships.
And the decision to move (to
Division II) wasn't an active decision, it was a reactive decision. The
Humboldt State's, Lewis Clark's, and
Western's were going Division II or

TB: Do you think it'll come to a
point a few years down the road, if
the finances don't start coming in,
that you will have to turn to the students for an additional athletic fee?
KC: I think it would be unconscionable and morally wrong for this
institution to allow the athletic
department to have to turn to the
backs of the students to fund this
program.
Students stepped up and it was
the greatest day in the history of
Central athletics. I don't think we
need to continue to ride the backs of
our students in the name of institutional support for athletics.
I cannot sit as an AD and admin-

TB: What does the administration
need to do to hit that home run?
KC: Work to obtain money at the
state level for athletic facilities. Work
at the state level, lobby, to ask for
money for one, facilities, two, to
make sure those facilities are gender
equitable.
When they set up institutional
fund raising goals, that athletics be a
priority, not an after-thought. They're
going to have to put money as an
institution into the athletics budget to
make sure all our coaches are fulltime.
They're also going to have to
make sure there is money to hire fulltime assistant coaches. The adminis-

Continued from Page 19

''The students stepped up and
hit a home run. Now it's
time for the administration to hit a home run. ' '
-Interim Athletic Director Keith Champagn.e on
~he $35 athletic fee
tration is going to have to deci_de how
to come up with that money.
TB: Revenue-wise, how are
things?
KC: Here's what we're doing
revenue-wise.
We're looking at merchandising
athletic apparel. We just met with the
attorney general to look at having our
university marks officially licensed
and trademarked.
With the licensing and that type
of protection, we can market our
apparel outside of Ellensburg. That's
a way for us to move our products
throughout the area, throughout the

region and hopefully throughout the
country.
The timing is right with the continued success with our athletic programs and the publicity from Jon
Kitna, so we just have to work with
the bookstore to find what'll appeal
to the 18-26 year old market.
We're looking at revising and
redoing how our Wildcat Club is set
up, so it is set up for the long term
and the development of scholarships.
And revisi_ng the way we develop our
corporate sponsorships so that we
can bring some cash into the athletic
department.

Fall lntramurals
firing up
The deadline may
have already passed for
flag football and soccer
sign-ups, but it's still
not too late to sign-up
for volleyball and basketball.
The last day for basketball and volleyball
sign-ups is today from
8:30-5:30 in the SUB
Room 111.
For more information on Central
lntramurals check out
their Web site at
www.cwu.edu/-imsports
Observer file photos

DRY CREEK TRADING CO.
Hours 11am to 5:30pm

306 N. Pine
Ellensburg
Inside The Magic Lasso

Beads, Findings, Hemp Twine, Native Arts

~)

Come and join us in the

And

Store Hours:
Mon - Fri Sam -5:30 pm
Saturday lOam - 3pm

110 W. 6th Avenue
962-3810

s~~~~~E~~;~ouncy.

Friday, October 8th, 6 to 8:30pm,
Yakama Room (SUB 117)
Sponsored by AGAPE CLUB
,_ .
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Another sports editor .rambles on
Consider this
just
another
shameless plug
in an attempt to
entice those who
use the Observer
for paper airplanes or · kindling, to actually
read the thing
every once in a while.

This year we are going to try
something different with the
Observer sports section. Instead of
reporting on what happened four or
five days prior, we're going to try
and give you a different look into the
world of Wildcat athletics.
The goal is to try and tell you
what is going to happen next in the
world of Central sports, and why.
And do it in a way no one else can.

As you can see in this week's
issue, we are going to give you a preview of what will happen next, while
at the same time recapping what happened last week for those who were
not there.
We're also trying to bring big
time coaches and athletes back to
Ellensburg and closer to you, the
reader. Beginning this week, with
Jon Kitna, and continuing each week

_ FITNESS FITNESS FITNESS
We offer:

c> Free Weights
c;. Certified Aerobic Classes
(j>Cybex Oa.it TICW*lg

c;. Trotter Treadmlls
c:j> Te1rllc Steppers

a

utecvc1es &
Rectmbent Bikes

Ci- Tae Kwon do

c:;- Plnchng Bags

Members win on the WEB

c;. Personalzed Programs.
c> lockers & Showers
n Second Story View

http://thegym.eburg.com

.2--------------------------.
08 w 5th - 962-6200 . ;

SPECIAL
1O Tans for
$15

Quarter Special
$ 54

taH included!

Includes Weights &1 Rerobics
Membership Fee: $23 per
month

Pro Shop: Supplements, Belts,
61oues, Wraps 6' Clothin

Greetings from your

I
I
I
I
I
I

*With purchase of
$54 Quarter Special

throughout the quarter, you will find That's a shame.
one-on-one interviews with current
Champagne takes over athletics
and former athletes and coaches who
Is Keith Champagne the right
have some connection to Ellensburg man for the role of athletic director at
or Central.
Central?
Some names to watch for in the
We'll definitely know once his
future include Seahawks offensive term as interim athletic director is up
guard and Ellensburg native, Brian next September.
Habib and current Seattle Mariners
Champagne has bold ideas for the
designated hitter Edgar Martinez.
stability and improvement of the
All this, in an attempt to make the Wildcat athletic department. He isn't
Observer sports section more enjoy- afraid to admit that the move to
able for our readers.
NCAA Division II was a hasty deciThe Observer is also adding a sion and should have undergone
new feature this year, with daily more scrutiny and thought process.
updates of the Observer's On-line
Champagne has ideas and new
edition.
ways of doing things to stabilize a
Each day there will be up-to-date very shaky athletic department.
news and sports information dealing Keith, I wish you the best of luck.
with Central and the city of Many, including myself, want to see
Ellensburg. I highly recommend you Central dominate as it did as an
check it out at some point at NAIA school.
www.cwu.edu/'."'observer.
Men's basketball travels
Get off your bums
The Central men's basketball
Only 2100 fans came out last team is once again having to journey
Saturday to watch a football team back to Pennsylvania to open its seathat hasn't played a home game since son. Wait a minute. Last year they
last Halloween.
did that and had the second winCome on folks, it is not like you ningest season in school history.
were really doing anything Saturday Never mind, no complaints here.
afternoon. The Central football team
Volleyball success
is making the jump up this season to
Congratulations to the Central
NCAA Division II and in the process volleyball team for already more
is having to play a tougher, more than doubling last season's win total.
competitive schedule.
All those freshman who were
But that doesn't mean Central . thrown into the fire last season are
football is any worse to watch. In responding as sophomores and playfact, it's better. Saturday's victory ing really good volleyball right now.
over St. Mary's of California was the They will surprise some teams comschool's first-ever victory over an ing into the latter portion of this year
NCAA Division I-AA school. And and watch out next year - they'll be
only 2100 people were there to see it. fighting for the PacWest title.

ASCWU •BOD

Mindy Widmyer, V.P. for Clubs and Organizations, would like to thank
all the clubs who helped with the Yakima River Cleanup. Just a reminder: all
clubs need to be recognized or re-recognized for each academic school year.
Stop by SUB room 116 or call the Club Senate at 963-1682.
Mike Grigg, Executive V.P., is accepting applications for committees abroad.
Campus committees are comprised of students, faculty and administration.
Each has a student direction and focus in mind to accomplish for the year.
Committees range from political (lobbying); business (fees and fee allocation); academic (policies and procedures, student appeals, etc.); and a variety of others. Committees are also used as outlets for students to voice concerns and frustrations, as well as to give constructive input. Time commitment is approximately 1-2 hours per week. Positions are going fast. so hurry
and apply in SUB Room 116 !
Bill Salcedo, V.P. for Student Life & Facilities reminds you that the Residence Hall Council has voting representative positions for all halls on Central's
campus! Meetings are Wednesdays at 5 p.m. in the Barto Lounge. Come for
the friendship; come for the fun, experience in leadership skills, and more!
Sarah Schacht, V.P. for Political Affairs, wants you to know that all students can join the Washington Student Lobby (WSL) and put a foot in the
political forefront of Central 's movement into the 21st century! Stop by SUB
116 for meeting times/info.
Josh Kilen, V.P. for Academic Affairs, is working hard toward instituting
an American Sign Language class as part of a regular curriculum. Currently
students are forced to pay $280 per quarter; $1120 if they want the entire
series. That's not fair, especially for the over 800 students who have taken
this class in the past nine years. It's not fair that this class is neede~ to gain
necessary skills in some majors and that it can be used to fill a foreign language requirement, yet students are paying more money fhan just their tuition. If you are taking this class, are thinking of taking this class, or kn.ow
someone who wants to take Sign Language, and you feel the passions of
justice rise up within you, write a letter to Dean Liahna Bahner and bring it
down to Josh Kilen in SUB 116 with your story and why you want this class
included in your tuition.

BOD ISSUES this year. ..
SAFE RIDE: Should the Safe Ride Fee be able to have its own committee to allow direct student opinion and allocate student money?
SUPER SUB: Students are organizing a SUB renovation action committee where students will take an active role in finding money, recognizing
feasibility (can we build where we want to build), and pre-designing a merge
between Holmes Dining Services and the existing student union building.
PETITION: A student petition will be passed around soon needing student signatures to support the retention of well-liked staff and faculty.
Y2K: Bill Salcedo, V.P. for Student Life and Facilities, is taking the initiative
to help set up emergency plans. Positions for the Emergency Team are available. Apply ASAP in SUB 116.
: PRESIDENTIAL SELECTION COMMITTEE:
: Friday, October 8 and Friday, October 22 at 9:30 a.m. in Barge 304

••

~FACULTY

DEVELOPMENT SERIES:
;..... Understanding Diversity in Gender & Sexuality
Monday, October 11, 7-8:30 p.m. in the SUB Theatre
Tuesday, October 12, 12-1:30 p.m. in Black Hall 147
~ Thursday, October 14, 7-8:30 p.m. in the SUB Theatre
,....._ Friday, October 15, 3-4:30 p.m. in Black Hall 150

,.g
~

~WASHINGTON STUDENT LOBBY:
;..... Wednesdays at 5 p.m. in SUB 209/21 O

~ RESIDENCE
~Wednesdays
~CLUB

HALL COUNCIL MEETINGS:
at 6 p.m. in Barto Lounge

SENATE MEETING:
;..... Monday, October 18 at 4:30 p.m. in the SUB Owhi Room
~
·~ CWU BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING:
Friday, October 15 at 1 p.m. in Barge Hall 412
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Wildcats pick up first conference win of season
by Chris Jackson

Staff reporter
With a roster of 10 freshmen and only one
senior - who has been injured most of the season - the young Central women's soccer team
has encountered some difficulty in the first half
of the season.
Central played seven teams that were either
ranked in the top 25 nationally, or among the
top 10 on the West Coast. After a weekend
sweep of Evergreen State, and conference
opponent Western Oregon, the 4-8 Wildcats ( 13 in conference) seem to be maturing rapidly.
"We're still upbeat, we're young and the
girls are getting experience playing at this
level," second year head coach Jerrod Fleury
said. "With the exception of maybe three games
we haven't been outplayed this season. We've
been in most of our games; losing 2-1 or 1-0.
Now we are getting positive feedback from
other coaches in the league about us as a team,
and it's just a matter of time before we see the
wins come in."
Last weekend the wins did come in. The
team beat a winless Evergreen State team with
a barrage of goals, scoring four goals in the first
20 minutes of the game. Led by junior midfielder Jenny Merkel, who scored three times,
and goals by Rebecca Laliberte, and Shandy
Calciolari, the Wildcats won 5-0.
In a PacWest conference game Sunday
against Western Oregon, an attack-minded
offense completely dominated field position
and out-shot the Wolves 33-3, in the process
producing two goals. One goal by freshman
Kim Glusick, and another goal by Calciolari,
gave the team a 2-0 win, some confidence, and
a two game ~in streak.
Starting goal keeper Elizabeth Medford
earned her third shutout of the year and her second in as many games. Thanks to a pressure
offense and solid goalkeeping, this young team
appears to be on the rise.
Expectations are high for this team with junior college transfers, and new freshmen next
year. Fleury feels this team is a year away from

Heather Trimm/Observer

Freshman midfielder Liz Buckley (No. 17) battles with an Evergreen State player during last Saturday's 5-0
Wildcat victory. The next day Central avenged an early season loss by defeating Western Oregon to pick up
their first PacWest victory of the season.
competing for a conference title.
"We are very excited about next year, but
we don't want to forget about this season,"
Fleury said. "This is where we need to finish
the season strong, and that will only set us up
for next season."

We'll.Pay You
To Have Exciting
Weekends.

Glusick added, "We have a great team, we
are all very skilled and it is now coming
together."
The Wildcats will close out a five game
homestand with three games this week. Central
will face Hawaii Pacific University at 3 p.m.

today, Northwest Nazarene University at 2 p.m.
Saturday and close things out against Carroll
College of Montana at 4 p.m. Tuesday. All
home games are being played at Alder
Community Park, across the street from
Student Village at the corner of 18th and Alder.

SNOW BUSINESS
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#1
#2
#3
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Snow will fall
Skiers and riders will come
You need money
We need e~ployees

AT S N 0 Q UAL M I E:

Bi2 Time Solution: Working at the Summit is a lot closer to where
you want to be when the snow falls than where you're at right now
... and you'll get paid for it too.

.m\)!;;111!~~
r.~I·

f--P-Q,•
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. The Army Reserve will give you weekend excitement like
you've never had before, and you can earn more than $18,000
while you're enjoying yourself during a standard enlistment.
Think about it. On a part-time basis, usually one weekend
a month plus two weeks' Annual Training, you could earn
good pay, have a good time, make good friends and even be
entitled to good benefits and opportunities to get money
for education.
You'll also be getting hands-on training in a skill that will
last you a lifetime.
Army Reserve knows how to make weekends interesting.
Are you interested?

Think about it Then think about us. Then call:
1-800-USA-ARMY

Benefits:
Free unlimited season pass
Competitive wages
Discounts on food, retail and rentals
Complementary lessons
Discounts at other resorts
Jobs Available Include:
Lift Operations; Food and Beverage; Ski and Snowboard
Instructors; Ticket Sellers; Parking Attendants; Retail-Sales;
Childcare; Equipment Rentals; Receptionist; Ski Patrol.

Next Step:
Come to our Job Fair, Saturday, October 9,
lOam - 4pm at the Summit West, Snoqualmie Pass.
#2.
Apply on line: www.summit-at-snoqualmie.com
#3
Call us at 425-434-7669 x6301.
#1. ·

Get ready to have fun at work.

www.goarmy.com
BE ALL YOU CAM BE:

ARMY RESERVE

The Summit at Snoqualmie is proud to be an equal
opportunity employer and drug free workplace.
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Cross Country hosts first
invitational in five years
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One week away...

Men win in front
of home crowd
By Michaela Wuelfing
Staff reporter
The Central cross country team
held its first invitational meet in five
years last Saturday at Irene Rinehart
Park against Seattle Pacific
University and Western Washington
University.
The Wildcats felt confident they
would have a chance at winning the
meet because of their familiarity
with the course and support from fellow students.
"We had a home field advantage," senior Tara Gauthier said.
"Plus we didn't have to travel."
The chance to practice on the
course built confidence among the
runners. That knowledge resulted in
more aggressive running from both
the men's and women's squads.
"It was nice knowing the course."
Kris Martin said.
Dane Estes from the men's team
added, "We were more comfortable."
The team was encouraged by fans
who came out to cheer them on. The
home meet allowed those there to
see the Wildcat cross country team
running at home for the first time
since 1994. Several members of
Central' s basketball team also took
the opportunity to support the runners.
"It was fun. The competition was
not as intimidating because it was a
smaller meet," senior Tom Gaschk
said.
The men's team took first place,
beating Western for the first time in
three years. The women came in second to Seattle Pacific despite missing some runners.
Former Central All-American
Eric Tollefson won the men's race,
finishing in a time of 20:24. Gaschk
followed with a time of 21: 19 on the
four-mile layout.
In the women's 5,000 meter race,
Amy Forrey came in second to
Seattle Pacific runner Heather
Wallace with a time of 19:44.
"It was a really good race all
around," Gaschk said.

WILL BUY VEIDCLES, running
or not. $25 - $1000. Call Gary at
962-3220 or Rich at 968-9499
WANTED: SNOWBOARD FOR
6' 4" guy. Must be affordable & safe
for neophyte snowboarder. Call
Michael, 925-4205 or email to
sparkie@eburg.com.
CAR FOR SALE: 1988 FORD
Taurus. 120K miles. $1900. Call
Nao @ 963-8735.
FOR SALE: TRICK BIKE. 1998
Dyno GTO boy's bike with pegs.
Great condition - $100. Call and
leave message. 962-3191.

Angela Barbre/Observer

A week from Saturday the Central
Wildcats will face the rival Western
Washington Vikings on the gridiron at
Tomlinson Stadium.
Check out next week's Observer for a
preview of the battle for the Cascade
Cup.

Photo courtesy of Scott Earle/CWU Sports Information

Above: Wildcat junior Tom Gaschk leads a pack of runners during last Saturday's CWU Invitational. Below: The
Forrey sisters, Amy and Sarah both finished in the top five
at last weekend's home meet.
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Part Time Position
Work evenings
&weekends
16-22 hours/week

Must be21!
Call John or Mike 968-3318

LOOKING FOR A REWARDING
EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE?
Join the Bridges team! Seeking
Education, English, Communication
and any other students to work in a
multicultural team environment with
middle school and high school
students in the lower Yakima Valley.
Call Lois Breedlove, 963-1046.

TEENAGE BOY NEEDS WORK!
Will mow, do yard work, paint, etc.
Hard worker. Call - leave message 963-3468.

WEB PAGE MANAGER for
updates and additions. Work a
couple of hours per week. Shoemaker Mfg. Co., Cle Elum. Jerry
Hein, 674-4414.

WANTED: SMALL DRESSER.
Must be in good shape and not too
expensive. ?62-8384.

WANTED: MTN. BIKE in good
shape, affordable. 933-3749.

BIG TEDDY BEAR TYPE guy
looking for friends. Employed,
college graduate, lots of interests.
Call 933-4688.

FEMALE ROOMMATE
NEEDED for winter and spring
quarters in Student Village.
963-8583.

Classified rates are $3.50 for
the firsf15 words and must be
prepaid. To place a classified,
call 963-1026.
STUDENTSlll
FREE CLASSIFIEDS
FOR A ·LIMITED TIME ONLY!H
CALL 963-1026

-

*Books delivered in no more than three business days or your shipping is refunded. Some restrictions apply. See www.varsitybooks.com for details.

